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AERONAUTICAL SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Length ____ _ 
Time ______ _ 
Force _____ _ 
Symbol 
l 
t 
F 
Metric 
Unit 
meter ___________________ _ 
second __________________ _ 
weight of one kilogram ____ _ 
Symbol 
m 
s 
kg 
English 
Unit 
foot (or mile) ________ _ 
second (or hour) ______ _ 
weight of one pound __ _ 
Symbol 
ft. (or mi.) 
sec. (or hr.) 
lb. 
PoweL_____ P kg/m/s _____________________________ horsepowcL__________ hp 
Speed ________________ {km/hL___________________ k. p. h. rni./hr. ______________ m. p. h. 
m/s______________________ ll1. p. s. ft./sec. ______________ f. p. s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS, ETC. 
W, Weight,=mg 
g, Standard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 
m/s2=32.1740 ft./sec.2 
m, Mass = W 
, g 
p, Density (mass per unit volume). 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 (kg-m-4 
S2) at 15° C and 760 mm=0.002378 (lb.-
ft.- 4 sec. 2). 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 
kg/m3 = 0.07651 lb./ft.3 
mk2, Moment of inertia (indicate a..\is of the 
radius of gyration, k, by proper sub-
script). 
S, Area. 
Sw, Wing area, etc. 
G, Gap. 
b, Span. 
e, Chord length. 
blc, Aspect ratio . 
j, Distance from C. G. to elevator hinge. 
j.I., Coefficient of viscosity. 
3. AERODYNAMICAL SYMBOLS 
V, True air speed. 
q, Dynamic (or impact) pressure=~p V2 
L, Lift, absolute coefficient OL= :s 
D, Drag, absolute coefficient OD= ~ 
0, Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient 
o 
Oe=qs 
R, Resultant force. ( ote that these coeffi-
cients are twice as large as the old co-
efficients L e, De.) 
~, Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line). 
it, Angle of stabilizer setting with reference to 
thrust line. 
,,(, Dihedral angle. 
VZ 
p -,Reynolds Number, where l is a linear 
j.I. dimension. 
e. g., for a model airJoil 3 in. chord, 100 
mi./hr. normal pressure, 0° C: 255,000 
and at 15° C., 230,000; 
or for a model of 10 cm chord 40 mis, 
corresponding numbers are 299,000 and 
270,000. 
01» Center of pressure coefficient (ratio of 
distance of C. P. from leading edge to 
chord length). 
{3, Angle of stabilizer setting with reference 
to lower wing, = (i,-iw)' 
a, Angle of attack. 
E, Angle of downwash. 
~ ---- -----------~---------------~-~ 
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S MMARY 
The purpose of the inve tigation reported here was to 
obtain information f or use in the design of truss and 
~lywood forms, particularly with reference to wing ribs. 
T.ests were made on many designs oj wing ribs, comparing 
dijJerent types in various sizes. Many te ts were also 
made o.n parallel-chord specimens of trus and plywood 
f~rms '1,n place oj the actual ribs and on parts of wing 
n bs, uch as truss diagonal and ection of cap strips. 
It was found that for ribs of any ize or proportion" 
when th ey were designed to obtain a well-balanced con-
struction and were carejully manufactured, distinct type 
are oj variMl efficiencies; the efficiency is based on the 
strength 11er unit of weight. H'ith ideal construction the 
t1'USS comes first; second, a lightened and reinforced ply-
wood type; third, afuZl plywood web type with st~tJeners; 
fourth, a plywood web u;ith lightening holes and no rein -
forcing; and fifth, a full web with no st~treners. If a 
tYjJf' fall s out oj this order, the JJrobcLble reason is either 
that it is poorly designed 01' that i t was designed with 
some special consideration for manufacturing detail and 
is therefore not so strong for its weight a it can be made. 
Each type has its place in airplane design beccluse 
manufactu1ing difficulties set u.p practical limits for the 
mrious type. For example, shallow trusses can not be 
manufactured and assembled without great difficulty. 
. either can a reinforced plywood truss be substituted for 
a full plywood type when to obtain maximum efficiency 
an excessively thin plywood must be used. 
~n all t~pes of ribs the heavier are the stronger per 
umt of we'1,ght . R eductions in the weight of wing ribs 
are accompanied even in efficient designs by a much 
greater proportional reduction in trength. 
Obtaining maximum efficiency in trus designs would 
require all diagonals to be of cruciform cross section and 
all member to be proportioned according to their indi-
vidual stresses. 
M embers with thin, outstanding flanges and with little 
torsional rigidity, especially U ection, fail by twi ting, 
at times carrying only 50 per cent of the calculated com-
pre sion load. Slight modifications in cro ection 
I In charge, section of limber mechanics, Forest Products Laboratory. The tests 
discllssed in this rcport were made by J. R. l\lcAtecr, form rl y assistant engineer. 
, Senior cngineer, Forcst Products LaborAtory, U. . Department of Agriculture' 
maintained at !\ladisoD, Wis., in cooperation with tho University of Wisconsin . ' 
with0'l!'t change in area inc rea e the torsional l'igich't?/ 
suffic'1,ently to overcome this twi ting. 
Ir: resist~nce to both end load and bending, U and T 
sect'1,Ons bU'1,lt up of wood and plywood in combination 
are inefficient as compared with sections having the gmin 
of the wood all parallel to the axis of the piece. 
?ompression diagonal are more uitable in the panels 
adJacent to the spars than tension diagonal , since tension 
diagonal have been found more d'ifficult to hold at the 
joint than compression diagonals. 
B ending stresses in plywood types can be calculated 
~th a fair .degree of accuracy pt'ovided that the plywood 
'1,S of suifictent thickne or i 0 braced as to prevent 
buckling and the 1'ib is so braced as to prevent bending 
of the caps out of the plane of the rib. Form factor 
must be taken into account, and in calculating the mo-
ment of inertia only that part of the plywood having gmin 
parallel to the axis of the rib hould be included. 
. 0 tests were made from which the required 1'ertica l 
rigidity of the webs can be determined absolutely, b1lt 
approximately it may be said that any unit of length , 
including its proportional part of the stijJeners, , h01Jld 
be able to carry, as a pin-end column, two-thirds of the 
load that will come upon this unit of length when the rib 
is loaded to failure. 
Plywood webs with a balsa core proved very satisfac-
tory from a construction standpoint and in full web, 
were found to be strong per unit of weight in comparison 
with other plywood. When lightening hole were added, 
however, the strength dropped very rapidly because of the 
ease with which the face plies tore the balsa core apart 
around the holes at the least tendency to buckle. El'en 
shrinkage and swelling tresse may cause rupture of the 
balsa core at the edges of the lightening holes. 
In general, vet,tical face grain in plywood webs giz'es 
consistently greater strength when a jull web is u ed, but 
longitudinal face grain is better when a web with lighten-
ing holes and tijJeners is u ed. 
vVebs oj single-ply spruce, in compari on with three-
ply poplar plywood webs of the same total thicknes , 
proved tronger than the plywood when lightening hole 
were lJresent and somewhat weaker when no holes were 
present. 
Two-piece cap strip in mo t designs are prejerable to 
ingle-piece cap stTip · . 
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Wide diagonals and web members are subject to large 
indeterminate secondary tTesses, which ojten tart j ail-
U1'es. A similar concentmtion oj stress occurs around 
lightening holes, causing buckling. 
The coefficient oj fixity j01' diagonal membe1' under 
comp1'ession appeal'S to be about one and one-half in 
a plane at Tight angles to the plane oj the rib. 
Maximum efficiency appears to be obtained with a mtio 
oj spar spacing to height oj about six, except JOT jull ply-
wood types without stijJeners, jor which the mtio appear 
to be about eleven. 
Double comp1'ession membe1's with a spacer block at 
the center were jound to be about one-half as strong as the 
same members brought together and glued throughout their 
length when the length is such as to throw both tn the 
Euler column class. 
Small stiffeners glued near the edges oj li ghtening hole 
were jound very effective in reducing buckling; the small 
resulting percentage oj increase in weight will ojten be 
accompanied by eveml times that percentage increase in 
strength. Reinforcing around lightening holes to avoid 
buckling should be equally satisjactory in metal con-
struction. 
The appendix oj this report contains other comments 
on varwus designs and a description oj characteristic 
jailu1'es. 
INTRODUCTION 
In aircraft construction the ordinary method of 
calculation, suitable for most engineering structures, 
are either inapplicable or are too inaccurate to be 
applied to an unavoidably complex tructure in which 
the factor of afety must neces arily be extremely low. 
Wing ribs, for example, with their rigid connection 
and often redundant members can scarcely be con-
sidered amenable to accurate calculation. The fi1' t 
necessity in de igning uch tructures is a knowledge 
of certain principles, of broad application, that govern 
the distribution of stresse , principles that will a is t 
in the selection of the most effective type of rib for a 
given airfoil and chord length and that will help in the 
de ign of members and details. 
Realizing the n ed for such information, sub tan-
tiated by experiment, the Bureau of Aeronautics, 
avy Department, financed an investigation made by 
the Forest Products Laboratory, Madi on, Wis. The 
following report is a de cl'iption and analysis of the 
tests made in connection with this inve tigation. 
PURPOSE 
This inve tigation wa made to determine general 
principle of broad application that govern wing-rib 
design and apply also to other truss and plywood forms 
used in aircraft con truction. The results are intended 
to assist in determining the most effective type of rib 
for a given airfoil and chord length, to help in the 
design of members and details of any new rib, and to 
aid designer in formulating rule regarding the effect 
of various fac tor on the design and the trength of 
different parts . A knowledge of the facts et forth 
will not entirely eliminate the nece ity of making tests 
or take the place of testing, bu t i t should be of con-
"iderable value in planning design for new ribs. 
SOURCE OF MATERIAL 
Many tests have been made at the Forest Products 
Laboratory on wing rib and parts of airplane during 
and since the World War. Part of the e were made 
inlply to determine the trength of a particular rib 
while others were made primarily to improve the de-
sign of a given rib. Con iderable general information 
that is of value in determining factors of design resulted 
from these tudie . The ribs or parts tested were 
ometime built at the laboratory according to plans 
furni hed by the company that designed the plane and 
sometimes they were built by the comp any and sub-
mitted for te t. 
Extensive te t were made on rib of the B - 1 
airfoil, station 3, near the fuselage, both of 48-in hand 
of 96-inch chord lengths. (Fig. 1.) This airfoil ec-
tion was recommended by the Bureau of Aeronautic, 
Navy Department, as a somewhat typical section of a 
deep wing. Tests were al 0 made on rectangular or 
parallel-chord ection of truss and plywood forms 
representing the portion of a rib that i between the 
"'pars. 
The BS- 1 test rib and the parallel-chord ections 
were made at the laboratory from sto k uitable for 
airplanes. lightly greater care was probably exer-
cised in the construction of the e test specimen than 
i ordinarily met with in the production of airplane 
part. 
DESCRIPTION OF TEST SPECIME S 
The te t material for thi particular investigation 
consisted of wing rib and of parallel-chord rib sec-
tion. The wing rib had either a 4 -inch 01' a 96-inch 
chord length and had the airfoil ec ion of the B -1 
lower wing, station 3. The rib ection were 44 inche 
from center to center of spar block and were rectan-
gular or parallel chorded. Both the ribs and the paral-
lel-chord pecimens were of various de ign -plyw:ood, 
tru s, and a combination of plywood and truss. D e-
tailed drawings of all these are included in the figure 
accompanying this report . 
In the original design , rib of the B -1 wing had 
full plywood webs with vertical angle blocks for brac-
ing. The plywood wa t hree t hirty-seconds inch thick 
with mahogany faces and poplar core. In the first 
variation lightening hole were made ill imilar ribs, 
then a three forty-eighths inch full plywood web wa 
ubstituted for the three thirty-seconds inch web, alld 
finally a three forty-eighths inch web with lightening 
holes was used in place of the three thirty- econd inch 
web. Warren , Pratt, and Howe tru e were a1 0 de-
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signed with diagonals of varioll ize and cap trips of 
variou shape and ize . 
The ribs with 96-inch chords were aloof the B - 1 
station 3 airfoil section, but were double the ize 
planned for the B -1 plane. In other respect the e 
ribs were substantially dupli cates of the rib of normal 
ize, and the tests on them merely repeated the earlier 
te ts. 
Parallel-chord pecimen were 44 inche in length 
between centers of blocks. The depths were 3%, 7%, 
11%, and 15% inches. The end block, which were 
4 inche wide, represen ted the spar. Specimen 
were te ted in which thickness of plywood web and 
The loading apparatu (fig. 3), which was used in 
connection with a universal testing machine, consists 
of a lever y tern to di tribute the pres ure and a set 
of stirrups to hold the specimens in place. The level' 
'y tern was so designed that pressures at the stirrups 
were proportional to the areas of the corresponding 
zones in the loading diagrams. The downward force 
of the movable head is transmitted to the par sec tions 
or blocks and draws the pecimen against the stirrups, 
producing the effect of an upward lift. The entire 
lift i applied to the lower chord. 
In low- peed loading a 4 -inch rib was held by eight 
tirrups paced equally along the chord. If this same 
1-------- ------------,., - 4{j'.------ - --------- --- --- - --j 
1---- - 7' ---
C. TranI L1 :om:....._-._~-,_,_--.-__ 1:;----
. 1 
~ ~~ ~ ~~ ., ., ., ., 
I 
1------------------------96-"------------------------~ 
Front O~om 
__ ~-,--'--'--r-~ __ 
l<'lGL' IlE I.- A irfoil section of the n - 1 lower wing at station 3 
A- Dimensions as called for in tbe original design . 
S- The original dimensions doubled. 
direction of face grain were varied and in which differ-
ent bracing and forms of lightening hole were u ed. 
Tru es of various designs were al 0 te ted in the 
different dep ths. Diagonal tru member of cruci-
form cross section and of rectangular cro section 
were compar d. 
METHOD OF TEST 
The lift or pressure on the wing ribs was di tributed 
according to the diagram given in Figure 2 . These 
distributions were recommended for wing rib test by 
the Bureau of Aeronautics, avy D epartment. The 
lift on the parallel-chord specimens wa practically a 
uniform load . 
spacing were u ed for high-speed loading the divi ion 
nearest the leading edge would receive part positive 
and part negative pressurc. To avoid using the re-
sultant of the e two pre ures in thi divi ion, two tir-
rup in tead of one were used, one to apply the nega-
tive and one the positive pre lire. The downward 
force producing the negative pressure wa appliC'd 
through a wire atta hed to the upper cap trip of the 
nose and extending around a pulley on the lower 
timber and then to the upper part of the lever system. 
The 96-inch ribs were held by 16 stirrups spaced 
equally along the chord. With thi pacing the divi-
ion nearest the leading edge receive only negative 
pre ure anel the tin'up applying this pressure is 
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placo I on th o upper cap trip. A wire oxtend from 
till stirrup , around a pulley that i fastened to th 
timber attached to the movable head, and up to the 
ovener y tern, the arne a for the 48-inch rib. 
The parallel-chord pecimen were held in place 
by eight tirrups paced equally along the chord. 
Equal pre ure wa applied to each stirrup. The level' 
sy tom wa ymmetri cal and corresponding lovor 
Low speed flying 
O~~~~~~-L-L-L-L~~~~~ 
~----- Length of chord----_ 
50 
High speed Flying 
40 
30 (), 
.~ 
~ 20 <:> 3 ~ 
'" -.J ~ 10 
l 
~ O~~L-~~~~-L-L-~~~~L-L-~. 
§ -IOt<-I--- - L engfh of chord----_.~ 
.... 
"5 -20 
'" ~-30 
- 40 
-50 
- 60 
-70 
-80 
-90 
- 100 
-11 0 
-120 
- 1.30 
-140 
Nofe,-
Normal d i stri bution w i fh 
load points equally spaced. 
Area under CurVe repre-
sents fatal load on chord. 
Resulfanf pressure is the 
sum of p ositive pressure 
On the lower wing surfoce 
and negafive pressure 
on fhe upp er wing surfoce . 
VIGt: RE 2.- The distribution of pressur on the wing ribs for Jow-
speed a nd for high-speed fl y ing 
had arm of equal length. The pOClmen w re 
bracod again t the frame of the te ting machine to 
provent lateral buckling. trip of wood were cen-
tered under each load point to prevent local cru hing. 
ANALY IS 
In addition to the data included in this discu ion, 
con iderable information obtained from trength 
te t in genera] and from development tudie made 
proviou lyon rib for particular pJane wa, lI sed ill 
arriving at the conchl ion and principle of de ign 
embodied in thi report. Whil e all past test have 
been con idered in arriving at the conchl ion, only 
the te t of the B 1 rib and the parallel-chord 
pecimen are definitely referred to and the data 
therefrom incIuded in the table . 
A wing rib with it rigid connection, redtmdant 
members, and nonuniformity of ection i a omplex 
tructure. imple a umptions to make an analy. i 
po ible by the rdinary method of calculati on often 
lead to mere approximations for a tru ture in whi ch 
the fac tor of afety mu t nece sarily be extremely low. 
Wing-rib design i till dependent upon the re ult of 
trenO'th te t on complete rib , and to some extent 
will continue to be o. tre e are largely indeter-
minate becau e the rib hav rigid connection ; the 
ribs act a a truss or a girder with cantilever arms and 
are of nonuniform ection. The ke ses are furthel 
complicated by the natur of thc load distribu tion. 
From a . tud y of test failures and from a knowledge 
or the tecs that a member i capable of su taining, 
wc arc able to e timatc the econdary tro cs aL 
difl'erent point in the tructure and to rcde ign 0 as 
to redi tribute the stresses. Furthermore, we arc 
able to develop principle of de ign that will di tri l -
ute the failure and afford a more nearly pm'fecL 
balance among the trength of the different parts. 
RELATIVE EFFICIENCY OF VARIOUS TYPES 
In thi investiO'ation the relation of trength lo 
wright of rib wa taken as a cri tr- rion of t he va lu e of 
lhr rib ; it i nece . ary, howcver, to kcep in mind the 
fac · that thi relation i a uitabl criterion only as 
far a thc rib i within rea onabl e limit of both strength 
and weiO'h t. High str ngth p I' unit of weiO'h t haR 
but little yaluc when the trength i in exce of that 
required for el'vice. 
R e ult howing trength-weight relations for differ-
ent type of rib are plo tted from data obtained from 
the te t of parall el-chord pecimens. The data for 
each type, uch as imple tru , reinforced-plywood 
truss, plywood web with bracing, and plywood web 
without bracinO', are plot ted eparately . (Fig. 4, 5, 
6, and 7.) In each of these figure a curve howing 
the ideal efficiency i drawn through the maximum 
value of trength-weight ratio obtain d from the te t . 
A definite relation of strength to weight for the val iOll . 
types i evident from the figure. It i also vident 
that the various types are not of equal effi iency from 
the standpoint of strength per unit of weight. 
In any size or proportion of wing ribs the ideal 
tru come fir t in efficiency. This i to be xpected, 
for the material in a tru can be placed more nearly 
to the greate t advantage. N ext to the trus in 
order of efficiency i the plywood-web type with 
ligh tening hole and bracing. 'l'hi type jf properly 
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de igned can be made to approach a truss in form, for 
exce s material can be cut out at points of low stre s 
find reinforcing added at point of high tress. Third 
in order of efficiency i the plywood-web type having 
flill web find reinforcing. The web in tlu ~ type i so 
thin that tiffeneTs aTe required at the highly tressed 
point. Fourth i the plywood-web type with full 
web and no reinforcing. Here we undoubtedly have 
excess material in portion of the web. 
The curve of Figure 4, 5, 6, and 7 repre ent the 
ideal rib of variou weights for each type and are 
The con tant K in the equation repre ent the 
relative efficiency of different type of ribs when each 
is of ideal con truction. The greater the value of K , 
the more efficient the type of rib. For each chord 
find airfoil ection there will be a dil1erent vfilue of K , 
but the ideal ribs of any typ for a gi en airfoil will 
have their K' in the same relation a the K's follow-
ing, which are for parallel-chord pecimens. K i 
60 for the parallel-chord truss type, 4 for the rein-
forced-plywood truss, 43 for a full webbed rib with 
tiifeners, and 40 for a rib with a full web and without 
FIGURE 3.-A wing rib in the testing machine. Tbe large timber below tbe rib is rigidly attacbed to the movable head or tbe testing machine and the evener system 
is supported on ver tical standards that r est on tbe weighing platrorm 
identical excepL for a constfint factor. The ideal 
curve for all Lypes i. represented hy the equation 
P = KTVi, 
wher P = Breaking load in pounds. 
K = onstant factor dependent upon type of 
construction. 
II' = Weight of rib in ounce . 
These curve were obtained by a tudy or the rib of 
Lhe variol! Lype thaI, approached mo t cIo ely to a 
balanced con LrucLion; thaI, i , those that appeared to 
have no exce s strength in finy part find no evident 
opporLunity for rede ign to obtain gr ater load with 
the same weight. 
100510- 30--3 
tiffener. The ideal lightened rib with no lm\.cing 
would fall between 40 and 43. U ually, however, the 
rib to be lightened i made of heavier plywood and has 
numerous hole introduced to reduce the weight and 
the load-weight ratio is below that which could be 
obtained by the u e of full plywood oJ ideal thickne s. 
It is evident from the nature of the curve that the 
heavy and exce sively heavy rib have the best 
trength-weight ratio , and that a given increase in 
weight i accompanied by a greater increase in trength. 
Thu , in mo t in tances heavy rib paced far apart, 
with well-balanced de ign, will sustain the ame loael 
on the wing wi th Ie weight than lighter ribs with 
clo er spacing. However, con iderations such us 
obtaining a mooth- mIaced airfoil without too much 
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flapping of the covering often neces itate choo ing the 
lighter rib with clo e pa ing rather than the more. 
effi cient heavy rib _ 
In Figme 4, 5, 6, and 7 the ideal curve pa s 
through point of ma),.;mum trength-weight ratios. 
It i more difficult to build efficient shallow rib as the 
design appro ache a tru becau e diagonal and 
bracinO" mu t then be made in lze malleI' than tho e 
2400 
2200 
4 
small ribs, because the number of part and joints 
in a mall tru s is a great a in a large one of the 
ame de ign. In building large rib with plywood 
web it i harder to approach the ideal than in the 
malleI' one becau e of the diffi ultie encountered 
in the warping of large heet of ply> ood and the 
greater tendency of the plywood to buckle. Other 
types have their advantages in certain izes, each type 
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FIGUnE 4.- Relatioll b tween breaking load and weight of rib for parallel-chord rib sections of the truss 
ly pe 
NOTE.- Each point is lhe average of three tests. P oint numbers are des ign Dumbers. 
that can be manufactured and a embled without 
great difficul ty and the member mu t be properly 
proportioned for the tre that is to come upon them. 
The r fore great care and refinement i nece ary in 
Lhe Ie ign and con truction of mall trus es, and the 
Ie efficient plywood type will often be preferable 
to the truss. 
Th trus i relatively easier to construct in large 
rib and approache more clo ly to the ideal than in 
appearing to have it par ticular place in airplane 
design. 
In the experimental work a large number of the 
rib and peeimens were not of well-balanc d de ign , 
in e the te ting wa u ually for the pm-po e of dev l-
oping the ideal rib and thu required experimenting 
wi th all kind of de ign , and any given ize or type 
was discontinu d when the ideal wa apparently 
reached . Many of the ribs and other peeimen were 
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designed with various pecial consideration for de-
termining the effect of certain factors on particular 
point of de ign. Furthermore, manufacturing con-
ditions and limi t of service ontroll ed the de igns to 
some extent. Production facilitie, of COUl' e, will 
alway be one of the chief factors in the election of 
t he type of ri b. 
iNOO 
2200 
2000 
!l 
A consideration of the e factors will lead to a more 
nearly perfect balance among the trengths of the 
different parts of a rib . 
The compu ted tre e in a tru , a uming the 
joints to be pin connected, are direct ten ion and 
direct compre ion along the member when the load 
are appJied at the panel points. In tru e with 
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F' IGUH~ 5.- Relation between break ing load and weight of rib for parallel-chord rib sect ions of the rein-
forced plywood t russ lype 
NOTE.- Each poin t is the average of three tes ts. P oi nt num bers are design num bers. 
FA CT O RS AFFECTING DES IG 
After manufacturing condition, ervice limitations, 
n.nd production facilities hn.ve been con idered in the 
. election of a type, the next necessity in de igning a 
rib i a kno ledge of certain l)linciple of broad appli-
c' ation tha t govem the di tribu tion of tres e. Fol-
lowing i a di u ion of certain principle of de ign 
developed from a study of test fai lures and a knowledge 
or the tres that n. member is capable of u taining. 
rigid cbnnections between members, uch as tho e 
encountered in airpJane design, stresses are in troduced 
through chord deflections, and member that are 
mutually upported tran fer th eir stres e to one 
another. The support one member give to another 
may range from a condition of perfect I1xity to one 
where the induced stresses are greater than the direct 
s t l'e ses. Wide diagonal or po t member increa e the 
fixity of the cap strip and a the cap trip denec t 
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secondary stresses are in troduced into the compres-
ion and the tension members. The econdary 
stre ses act to deflect the diagonal and to increa e the 
stresses in it. In a pin-connected truss, on the other 
hand, one may say that there is nei ther fixity nor 
secondary stre ses. With rigid connections bending 
is thrown in to the diagonal and the posts as the cap 
strips defl ect and the length of effective column is I 
2400 
2 200 
2000 
1800 ~ 
and the posts amount to column with partially 
fixed ends. 
The effect of secondary stresses varies no t only 
with the type of rib , but in a given type varies also 
wi th the detail of the fa tenings and the propor tion 
of the members. Rib with full plywood web are 
relatively free from secondary stresses of a na tw-e 
corresponding to tho e that occur in the join ts of a 
I 
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F IGURE 6.-Relat ion between break ing load a nd weigh t of rib for parallel·chord ri b sections with full 
pl ywood webs 
NOTE.-Each point is the average of three tes ts. Point num bers are design num bers. 
made greater . uch a condition amount to a nega-
Live fi xi ty and is similar to an eccen tric load wi th a 
pin connection. The column in this ca e is re isting 
chord defl ec tion . When the end cOllllection are 
uch that the diagonal and the posts inct ea e the 
bending in the chord-that is, throw additional stress 
into the chord- there i posi tive fixi ty in the diagonals 
and the posts. With uch a condition, the diagonal 
truss. These and other plywood types are ineffi cien t 
in taking the large compre sion in the lower chord 
unle the cap trip is wide beyond practical limi t . II 
the cap trip is made wide and thin in order to ob tain 
later al rigidity, it may buckle a a thin outstanding 
flange. The strength of plywood ribs in ervice 
depends largely on the efficiency of the later al uppor t 
fmni hed by the cOllllee tion to the wing covering. 
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The lateral buckling in ribs with plywood webs is 
either a buckling of the cap trip cau ed by the column 
load along it length or a buckling starting in the ply-
wood web and drawing the cap trip to the ide with 
the web . With rib that buckle in the web, stiffener 
placed to re i t the web buckling add con iderable 
trength, but with ribs that buckle in the cap strip 
such tifl'eners do not materially increase the strength. 
In rigidly onnected trLl ss types the de ign must be 
ba ed not only upon the primary stresse ; full con-
in the eros section of the member, the secondary 
stres e may be reduced . 
Wide members, of cour e, arc subject to much 
larger momen ts and econdal'Y stresses than narrow 
one , and two narrow tension members will often be 
much better than a single wide one of the arne crOS8-
ectional area. 
In the design of glued joints, uch a those at the 
inter ection of tru s members, a stress of one-fourth 
of that u ed for shear in the wood parallel to the grain 
J 
II 
1800r-r-r-r-+-+-+-~+--~4-4-4-~~~~~~/ -+-+-+~ 4-
P = 40 w3' ideol efficien cy c urve 
o z 6 8 10 Ie 14 
We ight, ounces 
16 18 20 Z2 
F IGU RE i.-Relation between breaking load and weigbt o( rib (or parallel-cbord rib sections baving (ull 
plywood webs without bracing 
NOTE.-Eacb point is the average o( tbree tests. Point numbers are design numbers. 
sideration must al 0 be given the large secondary 
stresse that occur even in the best construction. In 
poor construction the econdary stresse may be the 
primary cause of failure . If a member is made Ie 
rigid in the plane of the rib and near the end fastening, 
by uch mean as a joint in the diagonal or a reduction 
should be used in calculating the required glue area. 
This rule is predicated on t he a sumption that the 
members are so proportioned a to avoid excessive 
econdary stre es. ing such a stress value does not 
mean we have a factor of safety of four, becau e i t 
includes a facto r of two to take care of the c1'oss-
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banded shear strength, and an additional factor of 
two to take care of econdary stre es. In good con-
struction, we find, the secondary stresses in the e joints 
will equal the prin1ary stresses. 
The fastenings at the inter ections of rib and spars 
are vital points in design. Strip or angle block 
u ed in all four corners of each par inter ection con-
tribute greatly to the strength of a rib. All these 
joints are likely to be cross-banded (the grain of one 
piece at right angles to the grain of the other) and to 
have high secondary stresses either from the load or 
from shrinking and swelling. 
ailing is sometime resorted to under the supposi-
tion that it will increase the strength of a glued joint. 
Tests have demonstrated that the nails do not come 
into action until the glue has given way and that the 
reduction in strength caused by each nail is equivalent 
to that caused by a bored hole the diameter and the 
length of the nail. In light cap strips, this reduction 
will amount to as much as 20 or 25 per cent. 
Data on the strength of ribs having eith l' com-
pre sion diagonals or tension diagonal adjacent to 
the par are given in Table 1. The ribs were of 
similar de ign so that differences in strength are due 
chiefly to dillerences in the types of the diagonals. 
In comparing these two types it is necessary to make 
use of high-speed loading, because with low-speed 
loading failure occurred in the web of the nose section 
in many of the ribs, and such failure gives no indica-
tion of the relative strength of the two diagonals. 
The lack of correct indication accounts for the ribs 
with tension diagonal appearing tronger in low-
speed loading in ome cases. The data show that 
compression diagonals in the panels near the spars 
are omewhat tronger than ten ion diagonal. FUT-
ther, ten ion diagonals are harder to hold at the joints 
becau e when stressed they pull away from the other 
members, while a compression diagonal pushe more 
firmly against the members to which it is attached. 
Again, much greater glue area must be provided than 
a tension member would furnish if made only large 
enough to withstand the tensile stress . In de igns of 
reinforced plywood trusses, tension diagonals can 
often be used to advantage because of the large area 
available for gluing. In truss design the matter of 
proper fa tening at the joints is a problem that hould 
always receive special attention from the designer. 
A perusal of the appendix will disclose the fact that 
very often the first source of wealmess in a great many 
of the designs was in the joints. 
TABLE I.- COMPARISOI OF TE 10 DIAGONAL 
A TD COMPRESSION DIAGO ALS OF BS- 1 WING 
RIB, UNDER HIGH-SPEED 1 LOADING 
T ' . I Rib Design '. NetJifL Weighl of P ) pe of LJ u'" length No. r ype of s tress load, P ri b, J.V W 
--1-----1--------
·l'ratL __ .. ___ . __ . 
Do __________ _ 
Do _______ .... 
{nches 
4 
48 
4 
rPension . _____ _ 
. ____ do ________ . 
. ____ do __ . _____ _ 
P ounds 
57 
515 
647 
Ounces 
6.7 
6.7 
6 . 
6 
77 
95 
A\'erage._. ___ . ___________ ._ . ______________ . 0 6.7 6 
110we . _______ ... _ 48 4 Compression _. 61 I 6.4 97 i 
Do _______ ._._ 4 ~ _____ do__ ____ __ 791 6.6 120 
Do _ .... _____ . 48 4 . ___ . do ... ____ . 74 6. 3 11 9 
Average ___ . ==== _. _____ ._ ... _. __ --mJ1--6-.4- ]J2 
PratL . ___ . ___ ._. 96 ~ Tensioll _______ 654 24.2 27 
Do .__________ 96 3- A . __ __ do ___ .. _ .. _ 783 25.0 31 
Do __ _______ ._ 96 3- A ____ . do __ .... ___ 790 24.6 32 
A\·erage. __ . ___ .. ___ ~ ________________ 742 24.6 30 
Ilowe .. _._._.____ 96 4-A Compressioll __ 82 1 I 23.7 35 
Do __ .________ 96 4- A ____ _ do._.______ 902 23.8 3 
Do __ ___ ___ .__ 96 4- A ____ . do .... _.___ 900 23.9 3 
Average. ___ == -____ .... --- _____________ --74-1-23- .--"37 
I In low·speed loading the fai lures were noL aL Lbe ends of Lhe diagonals. 
, The designs are described in t he appendix. 
In the design of trusses a large moment of inertia 
i ought 0 that members may be light and still have 
high column strength, especially in the plane at righ t 
angles to the plane of the rib. Data on the strength 
of tru ses of similar design afforded an opportunity 
to compare section with diaO'onals of various cross 
sections. Double compression members with a spacer 
at the center were found to be about one-half as strong 
a the ame member brought together and glued 
throughout their length when the length was such a 
to throw both in the Euler column class. Two such 
membe!' unattached wouM theoretically be one-fourth 
as trong as when glued throughout their length . 
This difference i accounted for by the resistance Lo 
shear offered by the glued joint at the end and at the 
pacer block. 
The increa e in moment of inertia occa ~oned by 
the pread of the member can not be taken a a 
measure of the increase in strength. Although com-
pression member of U and of cruciform cross eetion 
are stronger than those of rectangular form as long as 
they are de igned to avoid twisting and excessive 
secondary stres es, their increase in trength i far 
below their increase in moment of inertia. For ex-
ample, the three types of diagonals u ed in the rib 
listed in Table II have the ame cro -sectional area, 
while the moment of inertia for the rectangle, C1'O s 
without flilets, and cross with fillets, are as 1, 2, and 
2.6 . Yet because of the increa e in secondary mo-
ment ~nd twisting of the diagonals in design No. 101 , 
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in spite of an increa e of 100 pel' cent in moment of 
inertia, it still wa only 1 per ent stronger than o. 
102. The wide member in de ign o. 106 included 
till larger econdary tresse, but the fill t prevente I 
twisting and the larg r moment of in rtia in reased the 
load to cnuse failure over that of No. 102 by approxi-
mately 70 per cent only, instead of the 160 per cent 
indicated by the increa e in the moment of inertia. 
TABLE n.- co iP ARI 0 OF RECTA GULAR DI C-
ONAL,' A D R CIFORM DIAGO AL' I PAR L-
LEL- HORD WARRE TRU " RIB E TIONS, 44 
INCHE LONG BY 15}~ L HE DEEP 
C, oss secti on of 
diagonpl Fill e t ~ 
Do;ign ' Hih Net lif! 
No. No. load, P 
P ound8 
S·f/uare.. . .• __ ..........•..... 102 4 658 
Do . ... _ ..... _'. __ ._............. 102 5 558 
Do ...... ...... .................... 102 6 
Avcragr ________ . ________________ . ____ ____ . __ _ 
ru cHonlL _ ... ___ _ ronr 3________ ___ 101 
D o ...... _ ......... do.' ...... _.. 101 
A "crag~ ........ "'" ....... __ ........... . 
(' \lIl'iforrn .. •. Ji inoh._ ..... _... 106 16 
D o.... .. ..... d o. . ........ 106 17 1, 03:1 
D o .... _ ........... d o ....... j 106 I 1, 21 
Average ............ =.......... ........ ........ 1.081 
I J nail 3 of these designs the diagonals were of the sarno cross·sectional ereR F.nd for 
all those ribs failure was in the diagonal". 
, 'rhe designs are de<crihed in the appendi •. 
• In thi ' design the diagonals failed by twisl iug. Design No. 106 gavo much higher 
loads because tbe moment of inertia was increased and the fillets preveuted twisting. 
Practical considerations often lead to the manufac-
ture of rib not of ideal con truction. trus with all 
its diagonals and posts rectangular in cro s section 
and of the arne ize, for example, has only one-half 
Lhe advantage of the ideal truss over the ideal full 
plywood web without bra ing, and ha no advantage 
over the ideal reinforced plywood truss in which the 
reinforcement i proportional to the tre es. 
From results on trength te t of tru s sections, it 
appear that the coefficient to be applied to the Euler 
column formula for the trength of compre sion web 
members in a plane at right angles to the plane of the 
rib i about one and one-half . 
PLYWOOD TYPES 
The laboratory test of variou plywo.od type 
brought out a number of factor that affeet design. 
With plywood of a ufficient thiclme ,or so braced a 
to prevent buckling, and wiLh proper bracing to pre-
vent bending of the caps out of the plane of t he speci-
men, bending tre se can be calculated by the usual 
Me s= Fu I formula. In calculating th moment of 
inertia (1), however, only that pad of the plywood wiLb 
grain parallel to the axis of the pecimen can be used . 
The form fa tor for the pecimen in all height tesLed 
was very low, reducing the modulus of rupture to prac-
tically the compressive tres parallel to the grain . 
J ow, if the web can buclde easily in a plane at righL 
angles to the plane of the pecimen, failure by buckling 
will occur before the tres in the extreme compression 
fiber has reached the ultimat compre ive tre par-
allel to the grain. Three method can be employ d 
to increase the vertical tiffne of the rib, one of which 
i to put the face grain vertical. With three eqllal 
plies, doing this i at the expense of the moment of 
inertia to resist bending, but the resistance to buckling 
i u ually of greater importance. Another method i 
to glue small stiffener on the web, and a third method 
i to separate the face plies well by some light core 
stock uch as balsa. 
o te t have been made and no criterion has been 
set up at the Forest Product Laboratory by which th 
degree of rigidity req uired in plywood webs can be dr-
termined absolutely. Approximately, however, j t 
may be aid that any unit in the length of the rib, in-
cluding it proportional pnrt of the stiffener, should be 
able to carry, as a pin-end column, two-third of the 
load that will com upon this unit of lcngth when the 
rib i load d to failure. 
compari on was mad between rib ection built 
up with balsa-core plywood and corresponding sec-
tion having three-ply poplar plywood with WIeners. 
Table III O'ive data for thi compari on. It i evi-
dent from the table that balsa-core plywood without 
tiffener is about equal in strength per uni t of weight 
to three-ply poplar with tiffeners. With lightening 
holes in the rib, however, the ease with which the 
bal a-core tear apart off ets the advantages gained by 
eparation of the face plie . 
compnri on wa also made of rib sections having 
plywood webs with balsa cores of various thiclme ses. 
D ata for thi compari on are in Table IV. The e data 
show how the trength increa es with the core thiek-
ne s, becau, e of the separation of the face plies, which 
gives greater column strength to resist buckling in a 
plane at right angle to the plane of the rib . The 
increa e in strength is O'reatel" than the corresponding 
increa e in weiO'ht. 
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TABLE IlL- COMP RI ON OF BAL A- ORE PLYWOOD WEB AND THREE-PLY POPLAR WEB ' IN P ARALLEL-
HORD RIB SECTIONS 44 INCHES LONG 
3~-inch depth 
Plywood webs 
Design I 
No. 
------------------1 Net lilt \Yei~ht p 
load, P Olfi,b, W 
J3raci ng 
113 _ 
11:1 __ 
\1:1- ________ _ 
Thickness 01 
plies I)ocies 01 wood 
Pounds Ounces 
Yellow poplaL ______ Truss _ 460 7.2 64 
__ do _______________ do ____ 433 7.3 59 
__ do _________ _ __do ____ 440 7.3 60 
A\'crago__ ___ _________ _ _ _________ ___ _ ___ ________ _ 444 7.3 61 
127 _ ~o+~~o+}~O I Yellow poplaL ______ Nono ___ 55 I 8.0 70 I 
127_ _ _ Ho+~o+~o ___ do _______________ do ___ 724 I I 94 
12/ ___ _ v.o+>~o+'1O ___ do _________ --- __ _ do ____ ~__ 7_. _ 73 1 
A\' rago_ _ _______________ ___ _____________ _____ _________ 617 7. 79 
=1==1 
171 ~lahogany+balsa+ "'"Ol1e .... 366 5.9 
171. 1''.0+, +,'.. 
171 _ _ _ ::: ,.' 8+'~ +' ,. 
A\' rage- -i- - ___ _ 
mahogany. 
___ do ___________ do ____ 423 5.9 
____ do ___ • ____________ do __ __ 413 6.2 67 
IiL _____ ,'. +%2+>18 
, '8+%2+,i. 
h8+'32+,," 
_ _ _ __ __ _______ _ _ 401 6.0 67 1 
Mahogany+hal,.+ 1'0110 _ 419 ,1 5.9 76 1 
mahogany. 
____ do ________ _ _ __ rio ___ 455 fl. 1 is 
___ do _____________ do 47 6.0 7 
------
_\\'erage ___________________________________ __ 461 6.0 76 
1_____ ____ _ H8+H.+V.. Mahogany+balsa+ 
ma hogany. 
I 4 ___________ V.8+H6+~S ____ _ dO ____ __________ I ___ dO ____ 525 7.5 70 
184 ___________ ) Y,8+')i6+~' _____ do __ __ _____ ________ do____ 500 7. 5 66 
A\-erage __ __ ____ __ ______ _________________________________ -m1--7.6165 
, The dosigns are doscribed in tbe appendix. 
7~~ -inch depth 
Plywood web 
D esign' 
TO. Thicknoss 01 I 
plios 
' eLlelt \\" ei~ht P 
load, P O l l~~b, IV 
Bracing 
10 
10 _ 
108_ 
Specios 01 wood 
Pounds Ounces 
Yellow poplaL ____ Truss___ 903 11.3 
__ do _____________ do ____ 1,063 11. 2 
__ do _______________ do ____ 93 11.3 
117 , _________ '.0+11;0+11;0 YoliOw poplar _____ _ 
117 ' ______ 11;0+'. 0+ 11;0 
Iii , __________ 11;0+ 11;0+11;0 
A ,-erage __ _ 
i=== 
1.19 _______ , . 0+ 11;0+,. 0 Yellow poplaL ______ I' ertiea!. 46 9.1 93 
1.;9 __________ ' . 0+ 11;0+11;0 _____ do ________________ do ____ 93 9. 6 9:l 
159 ___________ 11;0+11;0+11;0 ____ do _________________ do ____ I~ 9.0 4 
Average ___________ __ _____________________________________ ~ 9.2 90 
17. _________ v..+,~ +~. M ahogany+balsa+ None__ _ 935 12.6 74 
mahogany, 
~.+l1; +~ ___ do _______________ do ____ 966 12.3 78 
V!.+% +V.8 ____ do ________________ do ____ 1,058 11. 5 92 
9 6 12.1 
1 I. 2 102 
10. n ~ 
II. 0 112 
A \·erago .. ________________________________________________ , 1,094 , II. 0 99 
__ _________ 'i8+H.+~s M ahogany+balsa+ No ne ___ 1 995 ' 13.9 72 
mahogany. 
___________ '~8+H6+~8 _____ do ______________ I ___ do ____ 1,021 14.1 72 
------------ ~8+~i 6+V.S _____ do _________________ dO ____ 
1 
1,153 14. 1 I 2 
A verage ___ ________________________ __ _____________________ "1:056 ------;;-0 -; 
, 'rhe web 01 this dosign has lighLening holos. 
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TABLE IV.-EFFE l' OF THE THICKNE S OF THE CORE ON THE STRENGTH OF 44-IN CH P ARALLEL-CH RD 
RIB SE 1'10 S USI G BALSA-CORE PLYWOOD WITH }{s-INCH MAHOGANY FACE PLIE 
3%·inch depth -I HHnch depth 1----:------:------
p 
Design' No. 
'rhick· 
ness of 
core 
Face grain Net lift lond, P 
\l' ei~hl 
of rib. 
IV 
IV Design' ' 0. 
' f'hick· 
ness of 
Core 
I~'uce grain I Net Iifl load, P 
Weigh , 
Of rih, 
IV 
In ch 
J69 .. 
169. 
169 .. 
__ .. , Hu LongitudinaL ... 
A verage __ . 
J L .. 
181 
I~I 
170 
170 
170. 
A \-crage. __ . 
ri. ____ . do ... __ .. __ 
ri. ____ . do .. . 
-1----·--- ----
:= 
ri. LongitudinaL .. 
· ri •. __ . do .... 
. , ri . __ __ . do __ __ 
• ~~2 Longitudinal. Y.i2 _____ do ____ __ 
Y.i2 ____ . do . ___ 
Average ______ I __ ·· -- ----
Pounds 
258 
258 
298 
OU'7Ices " 
5.3 49 
5.4 47 
5. I 58 
271 5. 3 51 
.1 320 5.8 56 
· 393 5.472 
__ 325 5.8 56 
I 346 5.7 61 
366 5.3 69 
408 5.9 69 
323 5. 56 ':1 
1--'---1----
366 5. 7 65 
%. LongitudinaL . ____ ••.. 468 
383 
323 
6. J 77 %. ____ . do .______ __. 6.7 57 
~~. ____ . do __ __ 6.4 50 
Average ____ . __________ __ 391 6.4 61 
liL 
17L 
171 
J.S LongitudinaL .••• 366 5.9 1 62 
... 423 5.9 / 72 
183 
I 3 
18:1 
J.S ____ . do ______ __ 
J.S ____ . do __ __ 
A verage __ .• __ . . . . __ . 
,= 
, }8 LongitudinaL. 
" ____ . do _______ . }8 ____ .do __ __ 
Average ____ .. 1----.-------
172. _ %2 LongitudinaL. 
172. %2 . __ . do . ____ . 
172 %2 ____ . do __ . 
177. 
177 
l iL 
178. 
17 _ 
Ii 
A "erage .. ' __________ ... __ 
:/ ~: . ~~~~~~~d_i:l.a.l:: 
_ ~16 _____ do __ _ 
Average .. __ . .! __________ __ 
. I ri. 45° 
· If. 45° 
. 'I~ 45° . .. .. ---- . 
Average __ .. __ ... __ .... 
%. 45° 
%2 4.5° 
H2 45° . 
:---A\'l'erage _____________ _ 
.. __ • __ 4_1_3 __ 6_. _2 ~
__ . . 401 6.0 67 
445 6.7 66 
421 6.7 63 
375 7.2 52 
414 6.9 60 
I 
449 5.9 76 
:: 455 6. I 75 
47S 6.178 
1--------
__ , 461 6.0 76 / 
• . 450 7.7 59 
· 525 7.5 70 
~_-=.--!~I 
492 7.6 65 
1=== 
· liS 5.0 30 
• 291 4.8 61 
• '1 242 5. I 47 
--------
__ .1 227 5.0 46 
294 
246 
300 
5.6 52 
5. I 4 
5. 1 59 
280 5.3 53 
__ . ____ ., 300 5.~ 52 • 
____ • ______ • 343 5.6 61 : 
__ • • 358 5.8 62 
'1 334 5.7 !- 58 
'= 
179. . • • J.S 45° . 
179 . ____ --I J.S 45° __ 
179. _. J.S 45° . 
Average ____ ____ __________ . 
A verllge __ . 
·1~45°. 
~~. 45°. 
%. 45° 
, -rhe designs are described in the appendix. 
320 5.9 54 
351 6. I 57 
335 5.9 57 
1------.--
"1 335 6.0
1 
56 
In connection with the use of balsa as a core stock , 
iL was found that when lightening hole are added the 
strength drop very rapidly, because of the ease with 
which the face plie pull away and tear the bal a core 
apart around the holes at the least tendency to buckle. 
Shrinking and welling at time cause a eparation of 
I,he bal 'a core at Lhe raw edges between the cap trip, 
ftnd the Fore 'L Pl'od uct.' Labol'atory, therefore, recom-
lllend nailing thro ugh the cap trips, although, a 
previou ly Lated, it i not u ual Lo recommend nail 
in cap strip . 
100510- 30--3 
173. __ 
173 .. 
173. 
Inch 
ri. Longitudinal.. . . 
ri. __ . __ do ____ . __ . ____ •.. __ 
716 __ . __ do __ __ 
A verage __ ______ ________ ____ ... 
I 
I 5 .. ._ ____ . ri. LongitudinaL. . 
I 5 • ri. ____ . do . _____ __ 
I 5. },. ____ . do ._ . 
AV8rnge ____ • ______________ _ 
%. LongiwdinaL. %2 ____ . do . _____ _ 
%2 __ .. do. ___ 
Average. ______ . ___ ._. _____ _ 
I 6. ______ ... __ ~I Longitudinal.. --
186. __ • __ . __ • %. _____ do _______ . ______ . 
I 6. ~~2 ____ . do .. _. __ . __ •• __ 
Average _______________ _____ _ 
175 __ . J.S Longitudinal.. . 175 ______ __ J.S ____ . do . _____ __ 
175 __ . ____ . }i ____ . do. __ __ 
A verage __ . __ . ____________ . . 
I 7. 
187. 
187. 
__ .~ Long itudinal.. 
" ____ . do . ____ __ 
~ __ .. do.. . 
Average. ____ . ______ ___ __ _ 
176. __ .... 
l76 . .. __ . 
176. 
188 __ .. 
188. __ . 
I __ . __ . 
= %2 LongitudinaL . %. _____ do . ___ __ 
%2 ____ . do ._ 
'Ji. LongitudinaL ______ .•• 
'Ji. ____ . do . _______ . __ . 
'Ji. ____ . do __ __ 
--Average _______________ • ___ _ 
Pounds Ouncts 
630 9.0 70 
655 9.0 73 
606 3 73 
---1-----
630 . 72 
= 1== 
68 10.9 0 
648 11. 55 
834 10.9 70 
II. 2 70 
=i== 
580 9.4 62 
7IN 9.6 :l 
650 10. 1 64 
---1---
675 9. 7 70 
= '== 
1,054 
708 
658 
---
---
I. 143 
905 
1, 234 
---
1.094 
995 
1,021 
1,153 
1,056 
11.0 
10.7 
11. 0 
---
10.9 
II. 0 
9.9 
11.0 
10.6 
12.6 
12.3 
II. 5 
12. 1 
---
11. 2 
10.9 
11. 0 
---
11.0 
13.9 
14. I 
14. I 
14.0 
96 
66 
60 
--
74 
68 
68 
51 
62 
74 
7S 
92 
--
102 
3 
112 
--
99 
72 
72 
82 
is 
- --------'--
Re LIlt of te ts on rib ections having vertical or 
longitudinal face geain how that, for normal core 
thickne e, greater strength can be obtained with 
vertical face grain providing the web are not lightened. 
(Table V.) When lightened plywood with stiffeners 
WftS used the best re· ult were obtained with longi-
tudinal face grain. Grain at an angle of 45° to the 
chord will not give 0 greaL strength pel' unit of weight 
a either the longitudinal or the vertical face gr ain; in 
all ca e the grain of the ore wa at righ t angles to the 
grain of the faces. 
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TABIJE V.-COMPARI SON OF LO NGIT DI AL A JD VERTI AL FACE GRAIN ON WEBS OF P RALLEL- HORD 
RIB SE TI N" 44 I N HES L NG BY 7 ~~ I HE DEEP 
D iynl No. 
Full web wilh bracing 
P lywood web 
1 _ ____________ . _.....,... _________ 1 NollifL Wright of .!.. 
load, P rib, IV W 
'Thick· 
n~ss Species of wood Face grain 
Dcsign l No. 
Thick· 
ness 
----------------
Webs with lightening boles 
P lywood wcb 
Species of wood Face grain 
ret lift Weight J .!.. 
load, P rib, IV IV 
----1-------
Inch Pounlls Ounces Inch Pounds Ounces 
151............. %0 Yellow poplar ... LongiludinaL , 6~8 9.6 66 153... ........ %0 Yellow poplar ... LongiLudinal. . (~ 5:~ 31 
m::. . . ..... ~~ :::, : ~~':': ..... ': :::~:~~.: : ::::::: ~~~ U ~i ~~t .:.:,~:e:r9::g:e:.:. '" ~.'~.~ .. ' .. :.:_.: ... g .. ~.:.:.:: .. ::.:.:.:.:.:. :.:.:.·.:. ~ .. ~.:.:.:·.·:.-.:.·.:.I i
l
3
74
5 6~:. 0
3
2 3281~ 
Average ........... , .. ..... _ ..... , .. . •. , ..... j 617 9.5 65 ~ 
150.. ... ... 3i;0 Yellow pophr ... Verlical. .... _. 700 9. r. 73 152............ % 0 Yellow poplar. . " erlicaL .. _... I~ 6.2 24 
150.. . ..... ' 3.n ..... do ...... .. ..... do......... 800 10.1 79 152............ no ..... do .............. do. . ....... 130 C.6 20 
150.. ..... 3'0 _ .... do ........ _ ...... do......... 713 9.8 73 152............ % 0 ••.•. do ................ do......... 103 6.4 J6 
Avelage .. ~' .... _ ................. _._ ..... ' 7~ 9]: 75 .\ vel'age .. ~ ............................. ----1-29- ----6-.4- 20 
~~::::: .... ~t~ ::~I!~~:.I~OI' I~~·::: ~~n~~~~!~~.I:. -u35 ~: ~ ~8 158::.::::::::: m : ;~~ I:I~~~:I~~~:I ~~'.: ~~~~~:~~~:1;:1 .: ~k I U ~ 
160._ .'-v('ra· g-e-.· . ... ~ ....,n •• I·.··.·._.(.I.O ............. '1' ...... dO................ 67139 , 'g9: 51 _,91 • - - -2231----6-4- -35 
lf9 .... ~ ..... . .. %0 Yellow pOPlal' .. . 1 Venical. .. ... 846 9. I 93 157 .. :~~~~~~~~: .•.. ~~~ . · ~~;I~~~ ·~~;;I~~::· - ~~ I:;i~~; :::~::: le3 5: 1 30 
m:::.:. :::::' U~ :::::~~:::.: ::::: ::::: ~~:::::::: 7?3 ~: g ~ J57. ......... %0 ..... do ................ do......... 175 5.~ 32 
Average .. = ................................ -----2-----9-.2- 00 157..:;;,~;~~~:: _ ... ~: . ::::: ~~~~~~::::::: :::: :~~~~~:::::: --Hi-~ ~~ 
168 ............ ,~ J\lahogany ..... LongitudinaL 608 10.2 9 100 ............ -:go i\ l ahogany ...... Longitudinal. 330 6.7 "'49 
168... ......... '1'0 ..... do ................ do. . . ...... 58 10.5 81 ItO....... . .... ~40 ..... do ........ _ ....... do......... 302 6.6 55 
168 ...... _..... ~~ o ..... (\0 ................ (\0 . ....... ____ 7 __ , ~..E... leO_........... ~~o ..... (\0 ........ _ ....... do......... 344 6.4 54 
Average .. ~ ........... _ ..................... ____ 7_4_1 ~.2.!.... AVCIage .. ~ •••••. __ .......... ................ 345 0.6 53 
167 .... .. ....... ~ Mahogany ...... VerLiCnl. ...... ----------9-.9- i I 165 ............ ~ J\lahogany ...... " ellicaL ...... -----w3 ----6-. e-3i 
107 ..... _ ..... "'. 0 ..... do ............. do.... . nf 10. 2 76 lC5.. ...... ~,o ..... do ................ do......... 241 6. 6 36 
J67. . ... _ " '0 .... do ........... _. (\0......... 756 10.9 f9 105.. ........ ~ o ._ .•. (\0 ........... .... <10......... 261 7.0 38 
.\ voragc .. '~ .......................... _. ~----10-.3- 75 Averagc .. :-:--:-::-:::-: ................................. -m----6-.7-35 
I Thc designs arc deSCribed in Lhe append" . 
The compari on of ingle-ply spruce with three-ply 
poplar of the same total thickne , for web material , 
\\' a limited to one depth of ection and two de io-n , 
one with lightening hole and tiffeners and one with-
ou t. (Table VI .) D esigns can of course be m ade in 
which 0 little material is left between lightenino- hole 
that longitudinal hear will occur in the pruce at low 
load, but in thi inve tigation it wa attempted to 
TABI.E VI.- 0 1PARI 0 OF I NGLE-PLY PR 
NE IN PARALLEL-CHORD RIB 
N umber of pli 
l. _ 
l. .. 
l. . 
-I' 'l'hiekn pH 
Inch 
of 
Ho pruce __ _ 
71 0 ._._do . 
1 _____ ---'-H_0_
1 
.... do. 
.l\ vel'oge _________________ . _______ . _ 
3 .. _ . ... _ .. _.. . Ho+~10+Ho Yellow poplar. 
3. . . ~,0+~10 +l-<\ 0 ..... do ...... _.' 
3... _ 140+~0+ ~~ o ... do ... _ 
A versge. ___ _ 
Web 
Species of wood 
have enough material so that there would be little 
likelihood of failure caused by shear . The ino-le-ply 
pruce proved much tronger than the three-ply poplar 
when lightening hole and stiffener' were u ed in both 
and omewhat weaker when the web was not jjght D d, 
Each de io-n of both parallel- hord pecimen 
and regular wing-rib ection di Cll ed in the 
appendix. 
AL TJ-Uer\:-
Full web Ligbtened web 
Net lift lweight of P Net lift Weight of P 
load, P rib, IV IV load , P rib, IV W 
------------ --------------
Pounds Ounces Pounds Ounces 
5 7.9 7J 345 6. I 57 
5 .3 68 330 5. 7 5 
498 8. 57 334 6.2 54 
------, -----. 3- -----n5 -----a36 ----6-. 0- --
-----~---~-----------------------~---~--~~-----~-
CO CLUSIO S 
1. Wing ribs, with their rigid conn ections and re-
dundant members, are .not amenable to accurate 
calcula tion. 
2. The fi r t neces ity in de io-n ing uch a tru cture 
i a knowledge of certain principle upon which t he 
seledion of a type for a given airfoil ection i based. 
3. Following the election of a type, the calculation 
01' approximate strength val ue mu t be guided by 
principle of broad application that gove rn the di tri-
bu t i n OJ trc e ancl con tro l the de ign of memb!?'\' 
and de tail . 
4. Wing-rib de ign is till dependent upon th re-
sult of trength test on complete rib , and to 0111 e 
extent will ontinue to be o. 
5. On a t l'ength-weight ba i , variou 
variou efficiencie, with the trus<; type 
li t for all ize and proportion . 
type are of 
headino- the 
6. Although a tru m ay be the most efficient type, 
i t can not alway be elected a the mo t uitable type. 
fanufa turing difficul tie will make a place for the 
variou other type. 
7. P OOl' design 01' de io-n wi th some pecial con ider-
ation for manufacturing detail in any type will often 
reduce the efi iciency of that type below the effici ency 
of a poore]' type. 
. When electing a type and when considering varioll s 
de ign in hat type, the Fore t Produ cts Laboratory 
re ommend<; careful onsideration of th element of 
design di cu ed in the an alysis and in the appendi.'>:. 
APPENDIX 
Exten ive te t for the tudy repor ted here were made on ribs of the B - 1 airfoil section (the re ults appeal' 
in T able VII ) and on parallel-chord specimen. Differen t types were compared in variou sizes and often many 
de igns were tried wi thin a given type. F ollowing are commen ts on the various designs and descriptions of the 
failures. 
The rib te ted are ill us trated in t he figure that are assembled at the end of the appendix. The index for 
the figures appears on page 54. 
T ABLE VII. - UMMARY OF 'TRENGTH T E T ON RIBS AT 'rAT ION 3 OF THE BS-1 AIRFOIL 
C II ORD LE NG T H 4 [NC II ES 
Net lift load 'J'ypc of fAilure 
Hib No. I------~------
~' irs t lest F iDRI test F irst tcst F inal lest 
--------------------------1--- --------
Design No . / 1 
Low·speed loading.. . 
A \' era~e . . . 
11 igh·spee<lloading ... 
Average __ ___ _ 
Desion N o. i! 
Low·speed load ing ....... 
Average .. ......... . 
n igh·speed loading .. . 
A,·erage .. . 
Desion No . . '
Low·speed load ing ..... 
Average ... ... .. 
H igh' speed load ing .. . 
Average ....... 
DesiU1l No. t, 
T,ow·speed load ing.... . 
Average . .. 
II igh·speed loadi ng. 
Average .. . 
Desion iV O. ~ 
Low·speed load ing . . 
Average . . . 
High·speed lood ing. 
Average . .. 
Pounds P ounds Ounces P er ctnt 
I 1,054 2,287 12.2 .7 Nose crushed .. 
2 1,28 1 2, 569 12. 2 .9 ..... do ....... . . 
3 1, 245 2,657 12. 1 .3 . •••• do .. 
4 Cull. . .... . . ..•...... .. . . .......... 
······I=~~I·········· 
----~ I,~~ ----11-.9------- Nose broke off .. . 
~ U~ ~;9~~ :U ...... ~~ : .. :I:~ i.ldl~,:~~.e. ~.~:. 
~~~ _ __ 12_. _1 ~ ......... 
55 .......... 56 _________ _ 
57 .. .... .. .. 
1,7 13 
1,221 
1, 428 
1,206 
650 
12. 1 ......... 
8.7 .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. 
9.5 ...... . 
10.5 
= = === 
1. 059 
988 
1,042 
6. 7 11. 2 ........ . ................. . 
2 
3 
6. 7 .... .......... ..................... .. .... . 
6. 7 
1.030 6. 7 .. .. ...... 
4 . .. ....... ~7I ~5 6.7 .......... .... ........... .. ........... . 
• 5 .. .. .. .... v 6. 7 8.7 ... ................................ . 
6 .......... 64 7 6.8 9. 1 ." ................. .. ... .. 
580 6. 7 ...... ... . 
====1= 
....... , i :::::::::: ~~ I U :: :::: ~: ~: ~~ ~~~~ ........ 
.... ...... .. .. ~ . ... .. .... ...... .. ~ 
10 ..... 6Is1 6. 4 10 2 ..... . 
II ...... .... 791 6.6 .. , .. __ ... . .. .. __ . 
12 ....... __ • 74 6.3 92 ........ 
. 1~==-m1----6-. -4 ==:-:-
= ==  
13 ......... . 
14 ........ .. 
15 .. . . __ 
1, 268 
1. 166 
I. 344 
i . l 
7. 2 
9. 7 .. .. . __ . 
--=====1==== = = 
17 .. ____ 943 7. 2 9 4 
..... " . ·1 
16 .... ... 937 1 7. 6 10.0 ..... 
IS . . • • • 977 7. I ........ __ .. .. .. . .. ........ __ ..... __ __ ____ .. .. . 
.. _ . 1 __ . _ .. __ - _ .. 1_9 __52 1_ 7 __ . 3 ,'--' __ ·--__ --1
Nose broke ofl' . 
D o. 
T ail broke off. 
T ail broke off . 
Do. 
Web in tai l buckled and broke. 
D o. 
Web buckled a t ligh tening hole. 
Do. 
D o. 
D o. 
Do. 
f) o . 
Diagonal pulled weh away at front 
spar. 
Do. 
D o. 
Dia~~~1 pulled web away at rear spar. 
D o. 
Nose crushed . 
Do. 
D o . 
D iagonal pushed web and cap away 
at rear spar. 
D o. 
D o. 
N ose crushed . 
Do. 
Do. 
Lower chord broke. 
Diagonal broke. 
I The designs are desr r ibed ill Ihe a ppendi x. J The weights given do not include reinforcemen t. 
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TABLE VIL-SUMMARY OF STRENGTH TESTS ON RIBS AT STATION 3 OF THE BS- l AIRFOIL-Continued 
CHORD LENGTH 48 INCHES-Continued 
Nellift load Type of failure 
Rib No. I -------~----- I Weight ~~~i~;~e ____________________________ --,-____________________ __ 
First test Final test First test 
Design NO.6 
Low-speed loading ___ _____ _ 
-- 1---
Pounds Pounds Ounces Per cent 19 1 '7 16 1,22 8.4 .3 oseerushed _________________________ _ 
20 556 1,957 8.5 .8 _____ do __ _______ _______________________ _ 
A verage __ ___________ _ ___________ ______ ------____ 2, 015 .5 _________ _ JI ~~_8.5 ~-----do--- -----------------_ __ : ___ ~_ :::::::::: ::!~ R: ::::::~:~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-:-::::::::: High-speed load ing __ A veJ'8ge. _ ~ 
Design 0. 7 I 
Low-speed londi ng ____ __ 25 ___ _____ __ 683 6.~ 9.0 _____ _ 
~~ I:::::::::: ~~ ----.il---- ---~ :- ::-:--
Average _______________________ ___ ___ __ ,____ ___ ___ 693 7.0 _________ _ 
High-speed loading ________ _ 
A verage ____________ _ 
DeSign NO.8 
28 ______ ___ _ 
29 _________ _ 
30 ________ _ _ 
435 
356 
316 
369 
7.6 _________________________________________________ _ 
7.2 9. 1 _____________ __________________________ _ 
6.8 8.9 ____ _ _______________________ _ 
7.2 ____ _____ _ 
======' 
Low-speed loading ___ _ ______________ 31 1_______ ___ 761 7.0 8. 1 , _______________ _________ _ 32 __ ___ _____ 781 6.9 __________ __ _ _ _________ _ 
33 ___ _______ 751 7.1 8.3 __________________________ _ 
-- ___ ___ 1_ ________ _ 764 7.0 - - --------Average _______ _ 
High-speed loading ___ _ 35 _________ _ 522 6. 9 __________ ____ _ ___________ _ 34 - --- - --- -- 510 7. ° 9.7 1-- _________________________ _ 
Average__ ______________ ________ __ ~~ _ :::::::::: :: ::: I _____ :~~~_,-- ----------- --- - -
Design No.9 
Low-speed londing ________ ________ _ ~~ ----- - ---- 4 6 5.7 8.5 1---------------- - --- ------------- -- -_______ ___ 568 .  ___ _____________________________________ _ 
39 ________ __ 676 5.6 .0 _________ _________________________ _ 
--- ------- ------ -------------A verage ______________________ _ 
--- - ----- ---- - ----- 577 5.7 __ _______ _ 
lIigh-speed londing _ ____ ______________ _ 40 _______ ___ 391 5.6 ___________ ____________ __ _______________________ _ 
41 __________ 432 5.6 10.2 ___ _ ___________________ __________ _ 
42 __________ 484 5.7 10.1 __ _ _____________________________ _ 
1- ---------------Average__ _________________________ ______ __________ 436 5.6 ___ ___ ___ _ 
Design No. 10 
Low-speed loadi ng ______________ _____ _ 
=== = 
43 ___ ______ _ 
44 _________ _ 
45 _______ __ _ 
1,751 
1,696 
1,3 3 
7.6 
7.7 
7.6 
.9 _____________________________ _ 
9. I ____ _ ___________ __ 
""":::"" ••••••••••••••••.•••.•••• 11 •••••••••• 1 ::~ !·1 1·.· •• ·: ,.1········································, 
Desiqn o. I I 
Low-speed loading _____________ _ 49 
50 
51 
1, 037 
802 
1,559 7.2 _____ ___ __ Diagonal broke_ 
1.502 7.3 _______________ do __________ _ 
1,502 7.2 13.3 _________________________ _ 
------ - -------1-----1 
Average__ _________________________ ______ __________ 1,521 7.2 
High-speed loading_ _________ _ ~ I ______ = _ ~ _ ~~ ~:~ _____ ~~~~_ .~~~~~~~_~~~~_e ____ ::::------------ _ ---
04 90 904 7.3 __ ______ __ DIagonal broke __ __ 
Average ___________ ------------ -- ___ __ _ 1== 823 7.3 
CHORD LENO'l'H 96 INCHES 
Design jl;v. I- A 
l.ow-speed 1000liing __ _ 4,166 52. I 12. 5 Nose crushed __ 4,300 53.6 _______________________ _ 
21 __________ 1 4,441 50.5 Il.i __ _ 
A verage __ -- ~---- __________ 1 4,302 52.1 ----------
22 ___ _______ 1 I, 22 527 II I 
23 __________ 2,050 51 9 112 __ 
24 __________ 1,730 526 II. 0 __ _ 
--::: _________ _ 1 1,867 1 52.4 -- --------
11 igh-speed loadi ng_ 
Average ___ _ 
Final test 
Rib sheared at rear spar. 
Web in taj] buckled. 
Web buckled uear frout spar. 
Web in tail bnckled. 
Do. 
Do. 
Web buckled at lightening holc. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Lower chord broke. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Lower chord buck led. 
Do. 
Do. 
'l'nil section buck lect . 
Do. 
Do. 
hord broke near front spar. 
Do. 
Nose broke off. 
Chord broke Dear rear spar. 
Do. 
Do. 
Lower chord broke. 
Nose failed. 
hord broke in tail. 
Lower chord broke. 
Do. 
Do. 
Tail broke off. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
I 
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TABLE VII.-S MMARY OF STRENGTH TE T 0 RIBS AT STATIO 3 OF THE B. -1 AIRFOIL-Continued 
crrORD LENGTH 96 r CITES-Continued 
Net lift load 
nib No. 1----.,.----
First tOSI "'inal test 
Weight Moisture __ 
content 
First tost 
'l'ype of failuro 
Finel tc t 
------------1--------------1----------------------
Design No . .e-A , 
Low-speed loading _______ _ 
A " erago ___ _ 
High-speed loading __ _ 
Design No. $-A 
Low-speed loading ____ _ 
Average._ 
High-speed loading __ 
A ,-crag __ 
Design No. 4- A 
Low-speerl load ing 
A '-crago . 
High-speed loading ___ _ 
Average. _ 
Design No. 5-A \ 
Low-speed loading __ _ 
Average __ 
lliglHPecd loading _ 
Averago. _ 
Design No. 8-A 
Low-speed loading_ ,, __ 
High-speed loading ___ 
Average __ 
Design o. 9-.11 , 
Low-speed loauing ___ _ 
Average__ _ 
High-speed loading ______ _ 
A verage__ __ __ _ 
De8ign o. IQ-A 
Low-spced loading ___ 
A ,-erage_ __ __ ____ __ 
High-speed loading _____ _ 
Average __ 
2.5 
26 
27 
Pounds 
2,616 
28 _________ _ 
~ I:::::::::: 
Pounds 
3,691 
4,291 
1,260 
1, 161 
1,122 
Ounces 
39.2 
44. « 
46.2 
40.3 
39.6 
39. 
Per cent 
Web bucklcd at lightening hole __ 
12.5 __ 
10.5 __ 
11.7 __ 
_ _____ __________ 1, I I 39. \l _. _______ _ 
=====! 
1 -.-------- 1,33 1 24.6 7'2 1 __ _ 2 __________ 1,238 24 . 9 7.1 _____ _ 
3 __________ 1.276 24.2 ______________ _ 
--1------------
_ ______ __________ 1,282 24.6 _________ _ 
4 _________ _ 
.) ----------6 _________ _ 
10 
II _________ _ 
12 _________ _ 
13 _________ _ 
14 _________ _ 
15 ___ _____ __ 
16 ________ __ 
17 _________ _ 
18 _________ _ 
654 
783 
790 
742 
1, 4HI 
1,62 1 
1,421 
820 
902 
900 
874 
2,916 
2,741 
3, 216 
2,9.>8 
1,131 
1,266 
1,227 
1,208 
24.2 ___________ _ 
25.0 .5 __ 
24.6 .7 __ _ 
24.6 _________ _ 
23. 
1i.8 _ 
i.O 
7.3 
. 0 __ 
32.5 ______________ __ 
33.5 12.7 _____ _ 
33.3 _______________ _ 
33.1 _________ _ 
33. 4 9. 9 __ __ 
33.1 10.2 __ 32.3 __________ __ 
32.9 _________ _ 
Iweh buckled at lightening hole. _ Do. 
Do. 
I o. 
Do. 
_I Weh of cap broke in nose. 
I 
Do. 
_: Diagonal pulled web away at front ·Pllr. 
_I Dia~g~.al pulled web away at rear spar. 
\)0 . 
Nose crushed. 
\)0 . 
1)0. 
Diagonal pushed weh and cap away 
at rear spar. 
Do . 
Do. 
Lower chord broke. 
Do. 
Nose broke. 
Lower chord broke. 
1)0. 
1)0. 
37 
38 
2,029 
2,021 
2,219 
2,446 
37.4 
37.4 
Lower chord buckled ______________ . __ Lower chord broke at joint. 
Lower ehord buckled aud diagonal Do. 
39 
40 
41 
42 
900 
1,076 
31 _________ _ 
32 _________ _ 
33 _________ _ 
2,146 
2,270 
1,074 
1,176 
1,227 
1,159 
1,091 
1,3l6 
1,516 
1,308 
broke. 
37.2 
37.3 _________ _ 
37. 6 __________ Diagonal in tail broke __ 
38.0 _______________ do __ 
37.0 ____________ _ 
37.5 ________ __ 
30.7 __________ __ _ 
30. 6 ____________________________ _ 
30.2 12.9 _______________ _ 
30.5 _________ _ 
34 555 __________ 30.5 __________ Lower ehord broke in taiL _ 
35 __________ 1,142 _ ________ 12.2 ____ _ ________ __ 
36 _________ 1,038 _________ 12.7 __ 
Chords and diagonal broke in lail. 
__ I Lower chord broke. 
J o. 
])0. 
Lower chord broke. 
Do. 
Do. 
Lower chord broke in tail. 
Do. 
55 
56 
57 
2,704 
2,804 
2,504 
3,004 
3,104 
3,229 
3 .0 13.4 Diagonal adjacent lo front par broke_ Lower chord broke. 
37.6 13. _____ do___ Do. 
37. 6 ____ .. _________ do __ _________ _________________ Do. 
2,671 _________ _ 37.7 _______ __ _ 
58 1,314 1,03 37.7 _________ Diagonal adjacent to rear spar broke __ 
SU 1,3 14 1,658 37.6 _______________ do ____ __ 
60 1,50:1 1,842 37.7 14.2 _____ do __ _ 
_ ------ 1,377 1----------1 37.7 1----------
Do_ 
Do_ 
Do_ 
, 'mall stiffeners near the edges of the lightening holes were clamped on rib 26 and glued on rib 27. 
\ Rib 15 was reinforeed before test. 
• Ribs 35 aud 36 were reinforced before test. 
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TAB L ~: VII.- UMMARY OF TRENGTH TESTS 0 RIB AT STATION 3 OF THE B - 1 AIH.FOIL-ConLinucci 
Design No. // - A 
Low·speed load ing_. 
A\"crage. ____ _ 
High-51 eed load ing. _ 
Average__ ____ _ _ ___ _ 
Design o. /£-A 
I,ow·sp cd loading . .. __ . 
. \ \'crage. . . 
High·spc d loading. 
A \'orago . __ _ 
Design o. /3- A ' 
Low·speco loadi ng. __ __ 
Av rage __ _ _ 
High'specd load ing .. 
C 1l 0 RD L .E GTJ1 96 [ ·ell E. -Conti nued 
Net lilt load rl 'ypc of failure 
Rib 
No. I Weight First test Final test 
------------1------1-------------
Pounds Pounds \ Ounces Per cent 
43 2, 004 2,724 34.6 11. I Diagona l adjacent to fron t spar broke _ 
44 2,384 3, 064 34. 2 ••.•••.•• __ ..• do. 
45 ••. __ .•••• 3,336 34. 5 ••..••••.. 
----------1------
. __ .. __ •• __________ 3, 04 1 34.4 __ .• ____ __ 
===1== 
46 1, 071 
47 923 
. is ..... __ ... 
1,3 6 
1, 4.,2 
1, 4 6 
34. 4 •. ____ •• __ Diagona l .ojaccnl lo rca r 'pa r brokc. 
34. 0 13.3 .• __ .do ... 
34. 4 13. 6 . ____ __ 
T a il broke 01T. 
Lower chord broke. 
D o. 
C hords broke. 
Do . 
Do. 
. ·----l------.. 1, 44J I 34.3 \-- •• -- .... 
6 1 I 604 1,279 18. 1--'·--·'" DIagonal fa Iled .. Chord broke. 62 579 1,279 18. 6 __ ............. do ... .. 
63 479 1,383 I .9 __ "'.'" ..... do. .. 
------------------
554 1,3 14 1 . 
64 
65 
66 
382 
348 
417 
382 
871 
658 
727 
752 
__ 67 509 • __ .... __ . 
~ __ ...... __ 2,304 
69 __ "'''.__ I , 79 
70 331 __ ....... . 
71 ........ __ 1,383 
72 ..... __ ... 1, J24 
I . 5 . __ . __________ . do 
1 . <\ ____ . __ • __ ..... do .. 
J8.7 __ • __ • ____ ••••. do . . 
I .5 __ '.'. __ " 
23.5 • ________ • lI' eh hU Ck led 
36.3 ______ ••• 
26.7 . __ •• __ ..... 
23.5 ______ .... Web bucklcd 
37.0 __ '.'. __ •• _______ • 
26.8 ______ •• __ .. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
\\-eb buckled. 
lI' eb huckled , breaking hracing 
II' el> buck Icd. 
Do. 
Average _____________ . ______ • _______________________________________________ _ 
Design No. 14-A ~~ I .... __ ~:~ . I, ~~ : ~: g :::::::::: _ Diagonal broke 
75 .. ______ .• 954 16.5 ... __ ...... 
Low· peed loading ... Lo\\'er chord broke. 
Do. 
Do. 
Average . _ _ _ 
_. ==!==--9-7 ~== 
76\ 486 469 16. 0 __ " __ ' Diagonal ndjuccn t to rca r ~ pn r hroke ~7 4r;: '!}.~ 16. 1 ... __ •. . do 
1 41 1 .138 J6.1 .... ____ ..... _do 
~ ---:;:;01--5-1-" 1--16-. -) -=:-:--
B igh·speed load ing. .. .. D o. 
Another diagona l broke. 
Lower chord broke. 
Average .. 
----------~------
& Ribs 67 aod 70 had full pl ywood webs wi th no b racing. Ribs 68 a nd 71 had full pI Y\\'ood wobs w ith 12. ounces a nd 1:3.5 oun ces b raci ng, respecth"ciy. Hibs 69 a nd 
72 had ligh tening holes with decrease in weighL of 9 .6 ounees a nd 10.2 ollnces, respeeLively. 
BS- l AIRFOIL SECTION 
PLYWOOD TYPES 
Design No.1 ; 48-inch chord .--The original full 
plywood type with stiffener and a web thicknes of 
three thirty-seconds inch ha been designated de ign 
o. 1. The plywood of this design i lightly heavy, 
causing a reduction in efficiency of about 10 or 15 
per cen t below the ideal for till type. In a preliminary 
test the nose ection of the de ign broke off . The 
condition revealed by this te t, however, wa not 
con idered satisfactory, since normally the inter-
mediate nose ections would receive their hare of 
the load and transmit the moments to the re t of the 
rib b torsion in the spar. Thu , in contrast with the 
load upon the re t of the rib, only abou t one-half the 
load a,pplied to the no e in te t come upon it in service. 
The rib was therefore reinforced. in the nose and the 
resul ts of the te ts reported are for ribs thus reinforced. 
Design No . I - A ; 96-inch chord .- H wa found in 
the te ts of the 48-inch rib that the web i lightly 
heavy a compared with th e reinforcemen t and cap. 
In going to the 96-inch rib, therefore, an attemp t wa 
made to compensate for this lack of balance, which 
resulted in a rib that rate well in efftciency . Failure 
occurred through buckling a.nd br aking of the tail 
ection of thi desiO'n, o. 1- . 
Design No.2 ; 48-inch chord .- By cutting liO'hten-
ing holes in design No.1 it weight can be l'edu ed 
materially and perhaps it will still cal'ry all the load 
that is needed. In design No.2, however, the lighten-
ing i excessive and con equently it resulted in a 
reduction of strength far in exce s of the reduction in 
weight. (T able VIII) . The rib failed in te t by 
buckling and breaking of the web at the lighteninO' 
holes . The de ign is 25 or 30 pel' cent low in efficiency 
for its type. 
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TABLl!: VIII.- STRENGTII OF \ I G RIB , HAVING DIFFERE T DESIGNS OF PLYWOOD WEBS OF TUE , IZE 
REQ IRED AT 'TATION 3 OF THE B - 1 AIRFOIL ' 
Web Low·speed loading JIigh·speed loading 
----~----------------.---~----------------------------------------- --
Design' No. Thick· 
n of 
web 
Species of wood 
Core Faces 
'l'ype of web et lift Weight or!:. 10i Lure Net lift \\'eight of P Moi~ture load, P rib, W IV content load, P rib, IV II' content 
Inch Po "nds Ounces P er cent Po"nds Ounces Per cent 
1. __ %2 Poplar. ... Mahogany ____ . Full web __ . . __ . 2,287 12.2 I .7 1,568 II. 91 132 ______ __ 
I. Hz . __ . do __ •.. ____ . do .. " . ____ rio... . __ • ____ . 2,569 12.2 210 8. 9 I, 7 12.2 154 9. 4 
I . • ~~2 ____ .do ... ____ do __ __ ______ .do.. . __ __. 2, 657 12.1 219 8.3 I. 9 3 12.2 162 __ 
L. A\'erage... . ____ ~~~.,.:.:: ~~ ________ .: __ .: ::::: ~~ ____ . ::::::.:I::::: ~~----::.::.:.::::.:::' ~:~ ----.;~.~. --~. ::::.::::: :: ;~: ---:~: ~ I :~~  
2. 
2 
2. 
__ .. H2 Mahogany ______ . MahOgany ________ j With lightening holes __ . 1,221 8.7 140 / ____ . ____ . 59 j .9 67 ______ ._. 
__ ~~!. __ . do .. __________ . ____ do __________________ do .. ________________ . 1,4? 8.8 162 0.5 611 8. 69 9._ o' . ,~ _____ . do ________________ . do __________ . ____ . do ____________ . ____ . 1,206 .9 136 10.5 742 8.8 4 10.1 
1
- I -----------
6. . Ave~~~~~ .. : ----~/ ~~~~~a;ll' .. ::::.: . ~~~~~~~~')::::::::: ·;~;I· ~\:~~::::::_:::::::·:I :: ~~ :: ::~ 1'------ '.';' :: /1 8: 4 I:>:'::::::: 
~: '::. '.:' ~:: .: ::~~:::: :.:::::: .::::~~:::. __ :::::: __ ::::~~ :::::::::'::.::::: g~~ 8:~ ~g ______ .~~. Uri~ R~ ~~ ~:o 
Average __ o'.'==' __ . __ __ . __________ . , __________________ . ____________________ ----.'2;015----. 0-' '2381==1,l53'----.-5 1361== 
; . . --.. .~ 3!8' Mahogany ________ Mahogany ________ With lightening holes __ . ' 683 6, ' 100 ' 9. Q I 4351 !.6 57 ",,--.--
7. Ave~~~e ... ~I~I~~~~~~.~::~:~~~~~~~:: .. ~~~~~:.~~~~~~~:~~~ ·~ ~~~~~.:~~:~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~I-;I--*I~I~I-m-.--f~I~ 
• The designs are described in the appendix. 
Design No , 2- A ; 96-inch chord.--The de ign made 
by cutting lightening holes in de ign o. I- A ha been 
de ignated o. 2-A. The usual failure of buckling at 
the lightening holes re ulted in a load considerably 
lower than that which the reduction in weight alone 
would ju tify. With mall tiffeners clamp d n al' 
the edges of the lightening hole, which increased the 
weight about 13 per cent, the load was increa ed abo ut 
40 per cent. With tifl'ener glued and nailed on, the 
load was increa ed to approximately that carried hy 
the full plywood N . 1- 1\ and the ribs weighed ap-
proximately 15 per cent less . This la t variation in 
o. 2- A gives a rib that come very closely to an 
optimum load-weight curve for the type. 
Design No . 6 ; 48-inch chord.- Design o. 6 i an 
attempt to lighten the oriO'inal de ign by u ing thinner 
plywood. A wel> %8 inch in thickness wa sub ti-
tuted for the %2-inch web. In low-speed loading, the 
nose ection failed by local crushing under the I ad 
block. The rib was repaired by renewing the cap 
strip at this point and gluing a piece of plywood on 
each side of the web in the no e ection. While the 
loads causing crushing of the original nose ection were 
Ie s than half tho e expected for the ideal of thi 
type, tho e obtained after the repair were made were 
even greater than would be expected of the ideal rib in 
which the no e had the ame web and cap a the rest 
of the rib. The e facts show that a rib of uniform 
trength can not be obtained by u ing a web of uniform 
thickness. 
Design No. 7; 48-inch chord.- Design o. 7 is 
merely o. 6 with lightening holes. As pointed out in 
the discu ion of o. 2, the lightening is exce sive. 
Further, when extremely thin plywood i lightened, 
the reduction in trength i always far in exces of the 
reduction in weight. (T able VIII. ) With the com-
bination in this design of exce ive liO'htening and thin 
plywood, the resulting efficiency was approximately 
but haH of that expected of the ideal for the type. 
The ribs failed by buckling and breaking of the web 
at the lightening holes. 
Design No. 13- A ; 96-inch chord.--For a preliminary 
te t a rib with a full plywood web ~'5 inch thick wa. 
1I ed. A the te t pl'ogre ed and buckling of the 
p lywood occurred at different part of the rib, rein-
forcement wa clamped to the web. Thi proc('s.' 
\Va f !lowed until the plan of reinforcem('nt hown in 
t he sketch .of design No. I3- A wa reached. In this 
preliminary test, the reinforcing members were rec-
tangular and all of one ize. For final te ts the rib 
were made up a hown in the ketch except that a 
olid weh in tead of one with lightening holes wa used. 
In test of the e rib, failure occurred by bu klinO' of 
the webs to such an extent as to rau e failure in the 
stiffeners. The rib, however, ra ted well in efficiency. 
s an additional development, lightening hole R 
110wn in the ketch were added in tlli design; the 
holes really throw it into the reinforced plywood trus 
cla s. uch lightening gives a lighter rib but one more 
efficient than the reinforced full plywoo 1 rib, a faeL 
that wa also demonstr ated in the te ts of the parallel-
chorded pecimens. 
T R USS TY PES 
Design No.3 ; 48-inch chord .- Design o. 3 i of 
the Pratt trus type, which ha tension diagonals 
adj acent to the pars. The e diagonals pulled away 
at the joint, shearing off the web of the lower chord 
at the spar and epal'ating it and the cap. Because of 
the difficulty in ecuring ten ion diagonal , the design 
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is decidedly inefficient, falling far below the ideal for 
the tru s type of construction. 
Design 3- A j 96-inch chord .- The failure of the larger 
rib of design TO. 3-A was identical with that of o. 3 
in the 48-inch length. The web that sheared off was 
twice a deep, although of the ame thickne s a the 
one in the shorter rib, and failw'e might be expected to 
occur at double the load. Because of the nature of 
the union of the diagonal and the web, howe er, the 
failure would llecessarily be a progres iYe one, whi'h 
would account for the fact thltt an average increase of 
only 25 per cent wa obtained. 
Design No . 4 j 48-inch chord.- The Howe truss with 
comparatively short panels, repre en ted in design o. 
4, ha compression diagonals. In low-speed loading 
the ribs failed in the nose section by crushing wlder 
the load block. uch concentration of load, however, 
would not occur in actual practice wher intermediate 
no e se'tions or other r inforcement is used. There-
fore no compal'i on can be made in thi loading with 
ribs of design 0.3. A comparison in high-speed load-
ing, however, show clearly the uperiority of o. 4 
over 0.3, although 0.4 is till con idel'ably lower in 
fficiency than the ideal truss type. Failure occurred 
in some ribs of 0.4 by buckling of the diagonal inside 
the rear spar and in others by hearing of the web of 
the upper chord at this spar. 
Design No . 4-Aj 96-inch chord .- In the larger de-
sign, I o. 4- A, the failures in high-speed loading were 
imilar to tho e in the shorter length . Again, this rib 
might be expected to earry twice the load as that 
\,-hich produced failure in the 4 -inch rib. An incl'ea e 
of hil t 22 pel' cent was obtained, however, since the 
hearing of the upper web was of the ame progressive 
type as that in the lower web of the Pratt trus ; in 
the Howe trus the hear was transmitted by a com-
pres ion member and in the Pratt tru s by a ten ion 
member. 
Design No . 5 j 48-inch chord .- D esign o. 5 differs 
from o. 4 principally in that the chord are channel 
sections instead of T ections and that it has two panel 
between spars instead of three. The low-speed tests 
were not indicative of the efficiency of this rib because, 
a noted under previou designs, lack of no e reinforce-
ment permitted failure at loads con iderably lower than 
tho e which the remainder of the rib would ustain. 
High- peed te t , however, showed thi design to be 
uperior to os. 3 and 4 and well balanced a to chords 
and diagonals. It is still lightly below the ideal truss, 
but about the maximum that hould be expected with 
sq uare diagonal . 
Design No . 5- A j 96-inch chord .- D esign o. 5 had 
shown a good balance between chords and diagonals, 
but in making the corresponding 96-inch rib the 
thickne s of the channeled chords was left the ame for 
double depth and the diagonals were increased in a 
9 to 5 ratio in both din1en ion. Except for one te t 
in which abnormal deflection wa ob erved in one 
diagonal and the diagonal reinforced, the result wa 
failure in the chords in both low-speed and high- peed 
loading at more than double the load in the low-speed 
loading and at about a 30 per cent increase in the high-
peed. The depth of the channeled ection wa in-
creased from % inch to 1% inches with the same thick-
ness of %2 inch, thus givincr an out tanding flange with 
a ratio of un upported width to thickness of 12 to 1 
as again t 5% to 1 for design o. 5. This gave a pre-
liminary failure by buckling of the outstanding flange , 
which was followed by twisting and buckling sidewi e 
of the entire cap. 
Design No . 8 j 48-inch chord.--The long-panel 
Howe truss, with combination spruce and plywood 
channeled chords, of design No. is decidedly weak in 
the chord members. Even in the low-speed loading the 
lower chord failed between spar before the unrein-
forced no e section gave way. Thi design is pOO]' 
alld the type offer little pos ibility of approaching the 
ideal trus in efficiency. The plywood made a section 
too weak to re i t bending under the load s applied, 
which re ulted in failure of the lower cap. FurtheJ' , 
this cap does not offer the]'e istllnce to twi ting and 
buckling that the pruce cap of design No.5 offer. 
From the standpoint of the trength of the cap, o. 
can not be made the equal of 0.5 . There is probably 
an advantage, however, in the fastening of the ends of 
the web members to the cap, ince the shrinkage and 
welling caused by changes in moi tme content will 
not materially tre the glued joint. 
Design No . 8- A j 96-inch chord .- ince desicrn o. 
i. decidedly weak in the chord members, in con tmcL-
iog the larger type the thickne s of the weh of the 
chords wa increa ed by 60 pel' cent aod the depth in 
a 7 to 3 ratio. The diagonal were inc rea ed in an 
to 5 ratio, which left them till stronger in proportion 
than the chords in o. . From the change in the 
chord it might be expected that the load to cau e 
failure would be several times that required for the 
shorter rib. By changing the ratio of unsupported 
depth to width of the channel webs from 9 to 15, a 
we have done, however, a greater tendency to twi t 
and buckle is in trod uced, which accounts for the fact 
that the rib failed at approximately two and one-half 
times as much load a the shorter ribs. Desicrn J o. - A 
will not carry the load that o. 5- A will carry becau e 
U sections with plywood web will not re ist twisting 
and idewi e buckling so well as a U ection of spruce. 
When the final test values given in Table VII were 
obtained, a mall trip wa placed between the chord 
and the loading block in the weak panel. It i e ti-
mated that this increased the load by about 10 pel' 
cent. Even then the chords were still weak. 
Design No . 10 j 48-inch chord .- Design o. 10 
i similar to o. except that the ection between 
spars is divided into four panels in tead of two and 
the diagonals are made correspondingly lighter. 
Although on iderably bettor than o. ,yet it is 
~------------------------------------------ -----~~~------------~ 
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que tionable if thi type can be made to approach 
closely to the ideal. The ratio of the width to the 
thickness of the outstanding flange of the U cap 
section is too great. 
Design No. 10-A; 96-inch chord.- It was found 
that in the short rib of design No. 10, for both low-
speed and high-speed loading, the chords failed 
repeatedly. Accordingly, in o. 10- A an attempt 
was made to bring about a closer balance by a greater 
incl'ea e in tho chords than in the diagonal. Failures 
in the rib then occurred in the diagonal at approx-
imately one and one-half times tho load sustained 
by the hor tel' rib . 
After the first failure of a diagonal, it wa rein-
forced and further failure was thus thrown into the 
chord. Failuro loads wero then approximately double 
tho e obtained in the shorter rib . The load that the 
increa e in the size of the chords might indicate is 
about two and one-third Limes the load for the smaller 
ribs. The load obtained, however, was only about 
double. Wrinkling and twisting of the thin channel 
sections account fol' the reduction, as previously 
explained . 
Design No. 11 ; 48-inch chord.- In design IO. 11 
we have a Warren truss with cap trips similar to 
tho e of os. and 10. The rectangular diagonals 
are decidedly weak as compared with the chord . 
In low-speod loading the diagonal adjacent to the 
front par failed at a comparatively low load, and 
in high-speed loading the diagonal adj acent to the 
rear par failed. Rotests were run after reinfor ing 
these diagonals and failure then occurred in tho chords 
at con iderflbly higher load. The loads thus obtained 
however, were insufficient to place this design nbtLl" 
the ideal load-woight curve. Again attention .:, 
callod to the unsupported depth of the web of tl.u 
flange, as pointed out under the discu ion of design,; 
Io.8 and 10. 
Design No. 11- A; 96-inch chord .- It was pointed 
Oll t under thc di eussion of design o. 11 that the 
diagonals are weak in comparison "vith the chord . 
The increase in the ize of the diao-onals for the 96-inch 
design should almo t double their capacity to carry 
load. In . low-speed loading failures occurred at 
loads hghtly less than dOll ble thoEe that caused 
failure in the smaller size. Yet the de ign is still 
unbalanced, with a decided weakne s in the diagonals. 
By reinforcing the weak diagonals, failure was thrown 
into the chords with a 25 per cent increa e in load. 
With proper balance Io. ll- A hould be expected 
to approach more clo ely the ideal tru s, and yet, 
with plywood side and quare diao-onals all of the 
same CTOSS section, it can not possibly come to the 
ideal trus . 
Design No. 12- A; 96-inch chOl·d.- In de ign o. 
12-A an attempt was made to obtain a rib weighing 
about half as much as the 96-inch Io. ll-A ribs just 
100510-30--4 
discu ed. The balance between tho chords and the 
diagonal of the No. 12-A rib is poor, failures OCCUlTing 
in the diagonal in all ca es at a relatively low load. 
As a diagonal failed, in each pecimen, it was rein-
forced and a retest was made until failure was thrown 
into the chord. These tests showed that, by increasing 
the ize of the weak diagonals, the strength of the 
IO. 12- A rib an be doubled with only a 10 or 15 pOl' 
cent increase in total weight of rib. The buckling of 
the thin plywood web of the chords, however, will 
preyent thi design from reaching the ideal strength-
weight curve. Another po ibility for increasin" the 
efficiency of the original design is to increa e the ize 
of the diao-onal somewhat and lighten the chord. 
The re ult would be a lighter rib, one that would not 
carry 0 much load as the one developed by the fir t 
mentioned method of improvement, and yet one that 
can approach as neal' to optimum efficiency. Such 
improvement was attempted in the next de igIl, o. 
14- A. 
Design No. 14- A; 96-inch chord .- With chords 
lighter and diagonal heavier than tho e of de ign Xo. 
12-A, the individual members varying in size according 
to the stresses impo ed upon them, a rib is formed that 
is one-sixth lighter and yet carries one and two-thirds 
time a much total load. The design, No. 14- .\, i 
but lightly below the ideal. By the u e of cruciform 
diagonal members and parallel-grained ide for the 
U caps, the ideal could have been readily reached. 
REINFOR CED PLYWOOD TRUSSES 
Design No. 9 ; 48-inch chord .- Design o. 9, al· 
though simple in con truction, appeared to gi"e no 
promise of a high degree of efficiency on account of its 
non ymmetrical construction. In low-speed loading 
the web and the ap trip of the lower chord in the 
panel adjacent to the front par buckled and hroke 
and in high-speed loading irnilar failure occurred in 
the tail section. 
Design No. 9- A; 96-inch chord.-Failure in the 
larger size, de ign IO. 9-A, weI' identical with those in 
the 48-inch ribs, whi h were a buckling and breaking 
of the chord in the long panels at a relatively small 
load. orne attempt was made to develop thi de ign 
by reinforcing the rib at points of failure, but the 
succes was relatively light. The comments on o. 9 
applyal 0 to 0.9- . 
PARALLEL- HORD SPECIMENS 
T R USS TYPE 
l SY.-i nch D epth 
Design No. 101.- The Warren tru s of de ign No. 101 
ha diagonals of cr uciform cros ection without fillets. 
The greate t weakne of this de ign i a lack of glue 
aroa between the cap strip and the par block. When 
reinforced at the re tricted glue area the diagonals 
failed by twisting. This type of failurc is readily over-
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come by means of fillets or through a slight decrease 
in the width of the out tanding flanges and an increase 
in their thickness. 
Design No . 103.-Except for fillets in the crosses, 
design o. 103 was similar to o. 101. One specimen 
failed becau e of poor material and the other two 
showed that portions of th~ cap strip were too light to 
furnish sufficient glue area to hold the diagonal. 
Design No . 106.-The flanges on the cap strips of 
de ign o. 106 are thicker and of better material than 
those of o. 103 . The pecimens are well balanced in 
trength between the cap strips and the diagonals 
adjacent to the spar block. Although the specimens 
are about 20 per cent below the ideal strength for their 
weight, their efficiency is about the maximum that 
should be expected of what appear to be excessive 
depth, a ratio of spar pacing to depth of about 3. 
Designs No . 121, 126, and 131.- 1n de ign TO. 121 
all the members are larger in cross-sectional area than 
those in TO. 106, and all are in the same ratio. Thi 
change gives an unbalanced construction and the in-
crease in strength i about directly proportional to the 
increase in weight and not to its four-thirds power, as in 
the ideal design. Failure of de igns Nos. 121,126, and 
131 occurred in the glued joints. D esign o. 126 was 
improved at places where o. 121 had failed, but it till 
showed weakness, prinlarily becau e of poor gluing. 
In o. 131, the cap strip is the same ize as in o. 126, 
beLter gluing was obtained, and the center diagnals and 
posts were made somewhat lighter. The lower cap 
strip at the union of the tension and the compres ion 
diagonal nearest the par block eemed to be weak, but 
otherwi e the de ign appears to be well balanced. 
Design No . 136.-The failure in design o. 136, 
which has heavier cap strips than TO. 106, occurred in 
the diagonals adjacent to the spar blocks. The center 
diagonals and po ts are smaller than those in o. 106. 
Design No. 137.- 1n design o. 137 both the cap 
strip and the center diagonals are lighter than those in 
o. 106. Failures were well distributed throughout 
the dillerent diagonals, indicating a good balance. 
This design showed weakness at the junction of the cap 
strips with the spar blocks, and clamps were applied to 
prevent failure at these joints. 
Design No . 138.- A slightly wider cap trip than that 
in de ign o. 137 is used in o. 13 and the flanges are 
placed at the spar blocks to provide large glue area . 
The failures, however, were the same as those in the 
unclamped specimens of o. 137. The increa e in the 
ize of cap strip gives no material increase in strength. 
Design No . 142.- The cap strip of design o. 142 is 
lighter than that of No. 13 and heavier than that of 
No. 137. 0 failures occurred in the cap trips them-
elves. 
Design No . 146.- Made the same a de ign o. 137, 
No. 146 also developed weaknes at the joints between 
the upper cap strip and the spar blocks. 
Design No . 148.-The cap trip of design o. 148 
is relatively shallow and additional glue area for the 
ten ion member was obtained by widening the ends. 
Tbis widening seemed to increa e the secondary 
stresse . 
Intermediate conclusions.-All the pertinent infor-
mation combines to indicate that design To. 106 i the 
best balanced parallel-chord truss of 15 }~ inches in 
depth and having diagonals of cruciform cro section. 
D esign o. 131 , although a much heavier tru s, is !\ 
close second. 
Designs No. 102 and 154.- Designs o. 102 and 154 
have rectangular diagonals. The diagonals adjacent 
to the spar blocks failed and greater efficiency could 
have been obtained by increasing the size of these 
members. This, however, was not done in trusse 15 ~ 
inches deep. 
Ilo/g-inch Depth 
Design No. 109.- 1n design To. 109 the union be-
tween the upper cap strip and the spar blocks appears 
to be weak. 
Design No. 122.-1n design No. 122 also the joint 
between the upper cap strip and the spar blocks is 
weak. When this joint was clamped after the fir t 
failure, an increase in strength of from 10 to 20 per 
cent was obtained. 
Design No. 135.- The specimens of de ign TO. 135 
failed at the joint between the upper cap strip and the 
spar block. 
Design No. 139.-Design o. 139 is the same as No. 
135 except that the cap strip i smaller in the middle 
part of the rib and is flared at the spar block. The 
distribution of failure was more general than for o. 
135, approaching a balance. 
Design No . 143.- The lack of strength at the joint 
between the upper cap trip and the spar block and 
insuJ:ficient depth in the flange of the cap strip at its 
joint with ten ion members cause design o. 143 to 
fall below the ideal. 
Design No . 163.- D e ign To. 163 ha rectangular 
diagonal and a u-shaped cap strip with plywood 
flange. Failure occurred in the diagonal adjacent to 
the spar block in all specimens. 
Design No. 149.- The diagonals in design o. 149, 
which is the Martin truss type, proved to be abnor-
mally weak in comparison with the flange. After the 
initial work no further tests were made, since there 
appeared to be no chance of this type of truss equaling 
the efficiency of the other tru es, such a the Warren 
and the Howe. 
7~-inch Depth 
Design No . 110.- Design No. 110 appears to be ouL 
of balance. The union between the upper cap trip 
and the spar blocks is not trong enough. On peci-
men failed through the ten ion diagonal pulling away 
from the cap strip, indicating that the cap strip may 
be strong enough, but that the joinL is too weak. 
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Design No. 134.-In design No. 134 the cruciform 
diagonals are not filleted, the tension diagonals are 
thin flat member, and the center diagonals and the 
posts are reduced in size in comparison with those in 
IO. 110. The outstanding fl anges on the diagonal 
adjacent to the spar blocks buckled. It appears that 
these specimens would have been slightly stronger had 
the diagonals been filleted. 
Design No. 141.-The tension members of design o. 
141 are reduced in comparison with those of No. 134, 
fillets have been added to the diagonals adjacent to 
the spars, and their width i decreased slightly. The 
weight of the cap strip i somewhat Ie than that of 
No. 134. The flanges of the cap strip have proved 
omewhat thin although this design approaches closely 
to the ideal as given by the curve. (Fig. 4.) 
Design No. 144.-Design o. 144 has the highest 
efficiency of any of the trusses tested and is slightly 
aboye the ideal curve. 
3~-inch D epth 
Design No. 115.-The lower cap strip ill the speci-
mens of design o. 115 buckled laterally. 
Design No. 120.-The diagonal of design Io . 120 
are reduced in ize and the cap strips are slightly in-
creased in comparison with No. 115. The specimens 
failed through direct compres.sion in the diagonals at 
the reduced section near the joint. The efficiency 
wa about the same as that for No. 115. 
Design No. 132.-The diagonals of design To. 132 
are larger than those of o. 120, but they have no 
fillets and the flanges of the cap strip are thinner. 
The specimen , which failed by buckling in the cap 
strip, gave an efficiency about the same as that of o. 
115. 
Design No. 133.-The diagonals and the posts of 
design o. 123 arc smaller than those of o. 115 and 
the flanges of the cap strip are a little more rigid. All 
specimens of this design failed by lateral buckling in 
the lower cap strip . This set shows the highest effi-
ciency of any of the designs in this h eight. 
Design No. 140.- A slight reduction in the diagonals 
adjacent to the spar blocks of design o. 140 and a 
slight increase in the stiffness of the cap strips over 
those of o. 133 resulted in failUTe in the diagonals at 
a lower load than that obtained for o. 133 . 
Design No. 145.-Fillets have been added to the 
diagonals adjacent to the spar blocks; in other respects 
design No. 145 is the same as o. 140. The efficiency 
is increased over o. 140, but does not equal that of 
TO. 133. The diagonals adjacent to the spar blocks 
failed in compression. 
Design No. 155.- De ign IO. 155 appears to be 
fairly well balanced, but the quality of the material 
in the actual ribs is not quite up to that u ed in o. 
133 ribs. 
Design No. 156.- D esign o. 156 has rectangular 
compression members that failed in compression at the 
ends where the section was reduced for the pline. 
Design No . 162.- The splines in design No. 162 were 
reduced in thicknes as compared with those of o. 
156, and the diagonals adjacent to the spar blocks 
were al 0 reduced in cross-sectional area. Thi design 
gave an increase in efficiency over No. 156 and was 
close to the average of those with diagonals of cruciform 
cross sections. 
Intermediate conclusions.- In shallow specimens 
with hort compression members there is but slight 
advantage of cruciform over rectangular diagonals and 
obtaining maximum efficiency is not practical for 
trusses having a ratio of 11 or more for spar spacing 
to height. 
REI FORCED PLYWOOD TRUSS 
15H -inch Depth 
Designs No . 111 , 112, 147, and 161.- This group 
of designs is an attempt to develop a balanced type 
of reinforced plywood truss. In design o. 111 
lightening hole are cut in the web between the stiffen-
ers, leaving only a narrow strip at the stiffener supports 
with a omewhat wider margin at the cap strips as a 
flange. FailUTe occurred in the stiffeners. The rein-
forcement appears to be somewhat light to give a well-
balanced design; this is true especially of the tiffeners 
adjacent to the spar blocks. Design No. 147 is prac-
tically the arne as o. 111, except that more of the 
plywood web is cut away and the stiffeners are still 
lighter. The diagonal reinforcements are too light to 
balance the specimen, and failure occurred in the 
diagonals. D esign No. 112 has oval-shaped lightening 
holes with stiffeners; the specimens failed by buckling 
of the web around the lightening holes. In design 
TO. 161 the plywood web is cut away except for fl anges 
left at the cap strips and spar blocks, a condition that 
resulted in a specimen lighter than TO. 111. Better 
results can probably be obtained with diagonals not 
quite so wide in the plane of the rib, reinforced by a 
thin full-length strip instead of spacer blocks separating 
the two diagonal members. This strip should be about 
two and one-half times a wide in the plane of the rib 
a the diagonal. Such a design would approach the 
truss with cruciform section members. 
Il~-inch Depth 
Design No . 116.- The cap strips in design o. 116 
are a little too light to obtain the greatest efficiency. 
If more plywood were cut away, it would improve this 
design. 
Design No . 164.- The glue area at the end of the 
diagonals adjacent to the spar block in de ign o. 164 
i insufficient. The diagonals would have nearly 
double the strength if each one were filled for it entire 
length with a thin strip in place of the spacer block. 
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7%-inch Dep th 
Design No . 117.- The pecimens of design o. 117 
all failed in shear n ar the joint where the tension and 
main compression diagonals meet. More plywood at 
this joint, no doubt, would improve the design. 
Design No. 124.- De ign No. 124 is not quite the 
equal of o. 117. Further, the material in the cap 
trip of the specimens made 0 this de ign apparently 
was not so good a that of o. 117 specimen. Addi-
tionallightening of the plywood web along the tiffen-
cr would improve both design . 
Designs No. 152, 153 , 157 , 15B , 165, and 166.- Ply-
wood webs with rectangular hole rounded at the 
corners and vertical stiffeners, but no diagonals, are 
the characteristics of de igns No. 152 and 153 and the 
group os . 157, 15 ,165, and 166. The plywood webs 
buckled and failed ar und the lightening holes becau e 
of shearing stres e. The pecimen with vertical face 
O'rain gave the highe t values, but all the re ult how 
the e de ign to be gros ly inefficient. 
3H -inch Dep th 
Designs No. 114 and 119.- D esigns o. 114 and 119 
give values omewha t below the ideal. In ervice they 
would no doubt give higher values because of the lateral 
upport provided by thf' wing covering, a support thaL 
can not be obtained in the test of one rib. omewhat 
wider cap strips and a reduction in the width of ply-
wood along the diagonal would al 0 result in higher 
values for these design . 
Designs No . 129 and 130.- Becau e of the mall 
amount of lightening in the region of large shear stre s 
a compared with the general lightening of the rib, 
failUl'e occurred in both the fir t and the second panel 
of de ign o. 129 and 130 . The general design is poor 
and hould be expected to fall below the ideal curve. 
(Fig. 5. ) The plywood web buckled more readily 
than single-ply spruce. Rectangular openings at 
point of high shear stres e should be avoided. 
F LL WEB WITH BRAe! G 
JH~-inch Depth 
Design No . 105.-A wider cap strip would undoubt-
edly improye de ign o. 105, which failed by lateral 
buckling. 
ll% -inch Depth 
Design No. 107.- Failul'e oc urred in the cap trips 
of the specimens of de ign o. 107. The tifl'en l' 
appear to be heavier than nece ary. 
7%-inch Depth 
Design No. 160.- The cap strip and the web of 
design No. 160 failed through the wrinkling or buckling 
of the pJywood web immediately over the lower cap 
trip. This buckling wa caused by compre ion in 
the depth of the section. 
Design No . 159.- Design No. 159 is characterized by 
ingle-piece unnailed cap strip, and the face grain of 
the web is vertical. Failure occurred by lateral 
buckling at about 45° to the chord . Thi de iO'n i 
the mo t efficient of this type. 
Design No. 150.- Design o. 150 ha a 2-piece 
nailed cap strip. The nails reduce the strength of the 
cap strip about one-sixth ; and since three-fourths of 
the bending stre i in the cap trip, omi ion of the 
nails would increa e the tl'ength of this de ign to 
equal that of o. 159. 
Design No. 151.- The plywood web of de ign o. 
151 buckled just above the lower cap strip. Here 
again a 2-piece nailed CiLP trip was u ed; by omitting 
the nail ,the tl'ength can probably be increa ed to 
Lhat of a sinO'le-piece cap strip of the same ize. 
Design No . 167.- De ign o. 167 has vertical face 
grain and thicker plywood than the other de ign of 
it depth, which have already been de cribed. Failures 
occurred through lateral buckling. There appear, 
howe,er, to be a balance in strength between the cap 
trip and the web. 
Design No . 16B.- Design J o. 16 , in which the 
failure were imilar to tho e of design J o. 167, ha 
longitudinal face grain. 
Design No. 10B.- The specimens built to de ign 
No. 10 failed through buckling in the cap trip. If 
the diagonal were reduced in ize and the nail omitted 
from the cap strip, the strength-weight ratio would be 
increa ed. 
3Va-inch Depth 
Design No. 118.- pecimens of any braced de ign 
with the ratio of spar spacing to depth of de ign No. 11 
(about 11 to 1) arc not very efficient. Thi de ign 
would be better if the plywood web had vertical face 
grain and if the nail were omitted from the cap strip. 
The weight can be redu ed with no l'edu tion in 
trength by cutting down the ize of the vertical tifr-
eners. It is estimated that a 10 per cent l'edu tion 
in weight and a 20 per cent increase in trength an be 
obtained by mean of these changes . 
Design No. 125.- In the te ts of pecimen of de-
ign o. 125 tifreners were clamped to the web . 
The strength of the rib can be increased by omitting 
nails from the cap trip, using vertical instead of 
longitudinal face grain, and using a greater number of 
stifIeners that are smaller in size. 
Design No . 113.- De ign No. 113 almo t reache the 
ideal. The bracing or stifIeners, however, are heavier 
than necessary. By using vertical face grain and 
omitting the nails from the cap trip and stiffeners, 
an increase in strength of about 15 per cent and al 0 a 
reduction in weight of about 15 per cent can be 
obtained. 
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FULL WEB WITHOUT STIFFE E RS 
15V,-inch Depth 
Design No . 104.-A wider ap strip would improve 
de ign IO. 104. When stiffener were added to the 
pecimens of this de ign the inc rea e in strength wa 
grealer than tlle increa e in weigh t . 
llo/s-i nch D ellth 
I 0 te ts were made on full-web ribs, without stiff-
PDers, of 11% inches depth. 
73A-inch Depth 
Design No . 176.- D e ign o. 176 is well balanced 
as to the thicknes of the balsa core and the longitu-
dinal-grain mahogany faces. There is also a good 
balance between the stl' ng h of the plywood web and 
the cap trips. Thi design i the equal of any of 
the de igns te ted that have a plyw'Ood w b with 
tiffeners. 
Design No . 188.- The balsa core in design IO . 18 
is thicker than that in o. 176 and the proportion are 
not so well balanced. The quality of material in the 
cap trips of the specimens is probably not up to that 
of o. 176, or perhaps the arne lateral bracing wa no t 
obtained during test. 
Design No. 187.-During test the pecimen of 
design o. 187 were not braced laterally so well a 
those of No. 176. 
Design No. 186.-During test the pecimens of 
design No.1 6, too, were not 0 well bracedlatel'ally 
as they would be in service. One exceptionally low 
value caused by pOOl' bracing pulled the average down. 
A slightly thicker core would increase the strength. 
Design No. 185.- D esign No. 1 5 failed through 
lateral buckling. The plywood web is too thin for 
the rib to obtain a high efficiency. 
Design No . 173.-The plywood web of the speci-
men of de ign No. 173 buckled laterally, and the 
balsa core i a little too thin to obtain the maximum 
efficiency. 
Designs No. 174 and 175.- orne of the specimen 
of designs 0.174 and 175 were not brae d laterally 
so well a other, permitting them to buckle laterally 
at lower loads than they would have held had they 
failed in some other manner. thicker core would 
also ha e increased the strength. 
3Va-inch Depth 
Design No . 123.-Failure of the specimens of design 
o. 123 occuned by lateral buckEng in the cap trip. 
Vertical face grain and the omission of nails in the cap 
trip would improve the design. 
Design No . 127.- In design No. 127 a good balance 
between the thickness of th e plywood web and the size 
of the cap strip is obtained. If vertical face O'rain 
were used, the web could be thinner. 
Design No. 128.- D sign o. 12 , which has a web 
of ingle-ply pruce, failed through buckling of the 
web and the cap strip. In the specimens the sWrne s 
of the single-ply spruce in the vertical direction i not 
o great a that of three-ply poplar becau e the bend-
ing i entirely acros the grain. 
Designs No . 169, 170, 171 , and 172.- Thc specimens 
of this group of designs fai.led through lateral buckling. 
D e ign TO. 172, which ha a core thicknes of fiv 
thir ty- econds inch, is the mo t efficient. The desiO'ns 
. b 
m this group forID a eries in which the core thickne 
is varied from one-sixteenth to five thirty-seconds inch. 
The increase in the thickne of the balsa core is 
accompanied by an increa e in trength somewhat 
more pronounced than the increase in weight, up LO a 
thicknes of five thirty-seconds inch, whi0h is tho 
ma.~imum tested in the 3%-inch depth of specimen. 
The difference in strength-weight ratios in specimens 
with core thicknesse from three thirty- econds inch to 
five thirty-seconds inch is not nearly so pronounced as 
that in thickne ses from one- ixteenth inch to three 
thirty-seconds inch. 
Designs No . 177, 178, 179, and 180.- The designs of 
this group also have variou thicknesses of balsa core , 
but the O'rain both of the face pEes and of the core of 
all of them is at 45° to the chord. The relation of 
trength to thickne s of core appear to be the same in 
this set as in the preceding group (designs os. 169 to 
172, inclusive), but the efficiency of the web with 45° 
grain is lower. 
Designs No . 181, 182, 183, and 184.-The designs of 
this group havo wider cap strips than tho e in de igns 
o. 169 to 172, inclu ive, but, like the other designs, 
they have various thickne ses of balsa core. With 
wider cap strips the increase in trength in the various 
core thicknesses is practically what would be expected 
from the corre ponding increase in weight. 
Intermediate conclusions .- Con idering primarily 
the strength-weight ratio, it appears that the be t 
thickne of balsa core is about one-eighth inch in 
full-web parallel-chord specimens, without stiffeners, 
of the dimension 3% by 44 inches. 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(parallel Linear 
Sym- to axis) Designa- Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-Designation bol symbol tion bol direction tion bol nent along Angular 
axis) 
Longi tlldillal ___ X X roll ing ______ L Y--.Z rolL ___ __ <I> u p 
LateraL _______ Y Y pitching __ __ M Z--.X pitch _____ e fI q 
NormaL ______ Z Z yawing _____ N X--. Y ya\y _____ >It w T 
Absolute coefficients of moment Angle of set of control surface (relative to neu-
tral po ition) , 8. (Indicate surface by proper 
subscript.) C'L= qfs GM= q~1 
D, Diameter. 
Pe, Effective pitch. 
Pg, ~1ean geometric pitch. 
p., Stnnuard pitch. 
Pt., Zero thrust. 
Fa, Zero torque. 
plD, Pitch ratio. 
V', Inflow velocity. 
V., Slip stream velocity. 
N GN =-qfS 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
T, Thrust. 
Q, Torque. 
P, Power. 
(If "coefficients" are introduced all 
units used must be consistent.) 
7}, Efficiency = T VIP. 
n, Revolutions per sec., r. p. s. 
N, Revolutions per minute, r. p. m. 
<1>, Effecti,e heli." angle = tan-l (27r:) 
5. NUM ERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp = 76.04 kg/m/s = 550 Ib./ft./sec. 
1 kg/m/s=0.01315 hp 
lIb. =0.4535924277 kg 
1 kg = 2.2046224 lb . 
1 mi./hr. =0.44704 m/s 
1 m/s=2.23693 mi./hr. 
1 mi.=1609.35 m=5280 ft. 
1 m=3.2808333 ft. 

